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1CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Statistics as a scientific discipline has a dynamic nature, which can be observed in
many statistical algorithms and theories as well as in data analysis. For example, asymp-
totic theories in statistics are inherently dynamic: they describe how a statistic or an
estimator behaves as the sample size increases. Data analysis is almost never a static
process. Instead, it is an iterative process involving cleaning, describing, modeling, and
re-cleaning the data. Reports may end up being re-written due to changes in the data
and analysis.
Non-interactive dynamic graphics, or animations, can assist the understanding of
some statistical methods. We demonstrate the process step by step in animation frames
to gain intuition behind the methods. For example, we can easily spot the differ-
ence between the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampler (Metropolis et al., 1953) and the
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampler (Neal, 2010) by watching this animation:
http://youtu.be/Vv3f0QNWvWQ. The MH sampler is well-known to statisticians, but
HMC is less well-known. The animation shows that the HMC sampler can explore
the sample space very quickly, even when the target distribution is a mixture of several
elongated Gaussian distributions, in which case the MH sampler moves slowly, because
of either high rejection rates or small variances in proposals. Another example is on a
fundamental law in statistics: the Law of Large Numbers. In this law, “Large” refers to
2the sample size, but an article by Stewart (2012) illustrates a failure of statistical educa-
tion. The author argues that Apple’s future growth will be limited because its market
share is very “large” and the Law of Large Numbers will set a limit on its growth ac-
cordingly. This law can be easily visualized via an animation in R: for the sample size n
from 1 to N, we plot the sample mean X¯n = 1n ∑
n
j=1 Xnj (with E(Xnj) = µ) and see how
it converges to the theoretical mean µ. The animation should make it clear what “large”
means in the statistical Law of Large Numbers.
Interactive graphics facilitates the iterative data analysis process. Although the frame-
works of interactive graphics have been established in the 1960s (Cleveland and McGill,
1988; Symanzik, 2012), we still lack a truly open system which allows us to explore
data freely and interactively. A number of standalone systems exist, GGobi (Cook and
Swayne, 2007), MANET (Unwin et al., 1996) and Mondrian (Theus, 2002), which support
interactive displays of multivariate data, but they lack the extensibility, and tight inte-
gration with modeling that R (R Core Team, 2013a) furnishes. A long missing feature in
R graphics systems, either base or grid graphics, is the support for interactivity. There
have been several attempts to provide interactive graphics in R, from locate() and get-
GraphicsEvent() in base R, to add-on packages such as RGtk2, rggobi, tcltk, and iplots.
Iplots provides interactive graphics using the Java backend. It is fast and includes most
common types of plots; basic operations in interactive graphics such as selection and
zooming are also supported. However, it lacks some features such as the grand tour
(Asimov, 1985) or direct support for color palettes. Data Desk (Velleman and Velleman,
1988) and LISP-STAT (Tierney, 1990) provided tight integration with interactive graphics
as well as numerical modeling. In particular, LISP-STAT is also a programmable envi-
ronment like R, but unfortunately today R is the more popular choice. Tierney (2005)
described a few desirable approaches towards programmable interactive graphics, which
were not implemented in LISP-STAT due to limitations of the toolkit. These are all rela-
tively straightforward in the framework of R and Qt (Qt Project, 2013).
3Statistical reporting is often the last step of data analysis, and traditionally it is sep-
arated from the computing, i.e., we finish all the computations and collect the results
before we write the report. This is not only more demanding in terms of manual work,
but also error-prone. The paradigm of literate programming (Knuth, 1984) was brought
forward in the 1980s to write software and documentation, and later it was incorporated
into the R language as the well-known tool named Sweave (Leisch, 2002) for writing
statistical reports. However, Sweave is not a complete implementation of literate pro-
gramming, as pointed out by Schulte et al. (2012), and it lacks many useful features in
statistical reporting such as caching and full integration with the capabilities of R graph-
ics. Literate programming is often related to reproducible research, because the results
are generated directly from computer code and it is easy to re-run the code to get the
same results. The “Deception at Duke” (http://cbsn.ws/V2Egl3) shows research results
that are hard or impossible to reproduce (Baggerly and Coombes, 2009) can cost lives of
patients, but the problems can be greatly alleviated with literate programming.
This thesis addresses the issues in traditional statistical animations, interactive graph-
ics and reporting by providing new frameworks and software packages, which integrate
better with the dynamic aspects of statistical methods and data analysis.
4CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW
This thesis consists of three parts: statistical animations, interactive graphics and dy-
namic reporting. They are not isolated from each other – the connections are illustrated
in Figure 2.5 which we will elaborate later by the end of this chapter.
2.1 Animations
The importance of statistical education cannot be overemphasized. Fisher (2001) out-
lined some “crucial issues for statistics in the next two decades” based on an invited
paper meeting at the 52nd ISI Session in 1999. One of the issues was statistical educa-
tion, and it was further discussed by Nicholl (2001). The theme of the discussion was
that we statisticians need to adapt to the rapid changes in (information) technology. Al-
though it has been more than a decade since the meeting, the central ideas still apply
today:
1. we must take account of, and make use of, changes in IT hardware and software;
2. communication skills play an important role in establishing the discipline of statis-
tics as a truly recognized profession;
Part I of this thesis describes my contributions to making it easier to generate animations.
This package is an attempt to integrate modern computing technologies with statistical
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Figure 2.1: The basic idea of animations: we rotate the word “Animation” by 360 degrees
step by step; in each step, we change the angle, size and color of the text.
education. It was designed to
• be a gallery of statistical animations and demonstrations such as the Central Limit
Theorem, Newton’s method and the gradient descent algorithm, etc
• provide utilities to export R animations to a variety of formats including GIF,
HTML/JavaScript, Video (e.g. AVI/MP4) and Flash
The basic idea behind the package is simple: draw image frames one by one with a small
amount of pause between frames, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
A lot of research has been carried out on the effects of animations. Boyandin et al.
(2012) observed that users are more likely to notice local and potentially sharp changes
in animations compared to a series of static image frames (small multiples). Wender and
Muehlboeck (2003) showed the advantages of animations in teaching statistical topics
such as least squares and type I & II errors. Velleman and Moore (1996) discussed
a set of animation ideas that can be effective for a student to learn concepts actively.
Animation can be helpful only if it is used appropriately; Fisher (2010) mentioned several
successful applications of animations such as GapMinder (Rosling and Johansson, 2009),
6but also argued animation could be very bad when used poorly – it is usually good for
presentation but not for exploration.
2.2 Interactive Graphics
The built-in graphics system in R (Murrell, 2011) is relatively slow and does not
support user interactions well. These issues can be solved by new graphics systems such
as Qt (Qt Project, 2013). In Part II of this thesis, we introduce an R package cranvas (Xie
et al., 2013) with an emphasis on the data infrastructure behind interactive graphics.
The actual drawing in cranvas is based on two packages qtbase (Lawrence and
Sarkar, 2013a) and qtpaint (Lawrence and Sarkar, 2013b), which provide API’s to the
Qt libraries in R. The data structure is based on plumbr (Lawrence and Wickham, 2012)
and objectSignals (Lawrence and Yin, 2013), which bring forward a new data struc-
ture called “mutable data”. These packages set up signals and listeners on data, so that
changes in data can trigger changes in plots. The mutable data is also the foundation
of a “data pipeline” (Wickham et al., 2009) behind cranvas, where events of statistical
analysis importance, like variable transformation or dimension reduction, can be propa-
gated through to the displays. The cranvas package aims to borrow from the design of
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009; Wickham and Chang, 2013), which is based on a grammar of
graphics (Wilkinson, 2005). Currently this package includes common statistical graphics,
histograms, scatterplots, bar plots, boxplots, parallel coordinate plots, maps, and tours,
and common interactions, brushing (Becker and Cleveland, 1987), identifying, deletion,
zooming, panning and different types of linking (Becker et al., 1987).
Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic scheme of interactive graphics with cranvas. We focus
on the data component in the scheme in this thesis, under the framework of reactive
programming. The key idea of reactive programming is that changes in the input can be
propagated to the output automatically. Take brushing as an example: when we brush
the points in a scatterplot, the mouse event on the plot modifies the brushing attribute
7interaction
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Figure 2.2: The scheme of interactive graphics: when we interact with plots, we do not
really change the graphical elements directly, but send events to the plots to modify the
data behind them; once the data is updated, the signals on the data are triggered to
update the plot layers consequently.
in the data object; at the same time, there has been an event attached on the data object
to update the plot scene – whenever the brushing attribute is modified, this event will be
triggered. The mouse event could have updated the plot directly, and why do we want
to direct the mouse event to the data object? Although this seems to be an additional
step, there are a number of advantages:
• the data object acts as the central commander: it updates particular parts of the
scene on particular changes; all user events are redirected to a single data object so
it is easier to manage;
• the data object controls the plot, and the user events are not the only way to modify
the data; for example, we can manually modify the data and the attached signals
will also be triggered (e.g. we can brush the outliers automatically without using
the mouse);
• multiple plots based on the same data object are linked automatically with each
other, e.g. when we brush one plot, other plots will also respond to brushing be-
cause the same underlying data object is modified; see Figure 2.3 for an illustration;
Reactive programming facilitates interactive statistical applications, and it is still rel-
atively new to the community. The shiny package (RStudio, Inc., 2013) is perhaps the
most notable application in the R community, which enables us to interact with R in the
web browser via GUI widgets. The programming paradigm is the same with cranvas
but there are significant differences between the two projects, e.g. the plots themselves
8interaction
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Figure 2.3: The central role of the data object in interactive graphics: when the user
interacts with one plot, the underlying data object is modified, and all associated plots
will be automatically notified.
are not interactive in shiny.
2.3 Dynamic Reporting
Normally we work with static documents, meaning that the content is fixed and noth-
ing can be updated without manual work. For example, we build a regression model in
R, copy the regression coefficients and paste them into a LATEX or Word document. The
results become fixed in the document, unless we rebuild the model and cut-and-paste
again.
In the third part of this thesis we bring forward a new concept – dynamic documents.
We can think of them as “executable papers” (Leisch et al., 2011). Computing is embed-
ded in the document as program code; if we want to update the results, we only need to
re-compile the code. We no longer need the tedious work of cut-and-paste. This concept
9dynamic
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graphical output
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computing
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Figure 2.4: Overview of dynamic reporting: a dynamic document is a mixture of normal
text and program code; when we compile the document, the code is executed and turned
into results. In the end, the results from computing and the original text are combined
to form a report.
is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
The R package knitr (Xie, 2013c) is an implementation based on this concept. A lot
of work has been done to enhance statistical reports. This package supports document
formats ranging from the simple Markdown documents (Gruber, 2004) to sophisticated
LATEX documents; the former is suitable for simple and quick reports such as student
homework, and the latter is often used for publication purposes. Other features include:
• options to control the visibility of certain parts of the output (e.g. we can hide or
show the source code)
• fine control of graphics such as the plot file format (PDF and PNG, etc), the plot
size and alignment
• caching (automatically save and load R objects to skip time-consuming computa-
tions)
• cross references of code chunks (literate programming)
• child documents (for better organizing large projects)
• multi-language support (Python, C++, awk and shell scripts, etc)
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controlled
generates
automated
generates
includes
includes
animationinteractive graphics
reports
Figure 2.5: Connections between animations, interactive graphics and reporting: anima-
tions and interactive graphics can be generated to reports; animations can be interactive
when we can control the progress; interactive graphics can be turned into animations
when we automate the interaction.
Ideally we will be able to generate all numbers, tables and figures dynamically from the
source code, which guarantees better reproducibility of data analysis results.
2.4 Connections
The three topics covered in this thesis are not isolated from each other (Figure 2.5).
For animations, they can be generated in reports (e.g. knitr has an option to make
animations from multiple plots); when we can control the progress of the animation, it
can also be regarded as interactive graphics (e.g. if the progress is associated with the
sample size in an animation for the Law of Large Numbers, we can interact with the
image frames by dragging the progress slider to change the sample size).
For interactive graphics, it is also possible to include them in reports (e.g. we can
use knitr to write JavaScript fragments into an HTML file to produce interactive content
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with, for instance, D3 (Bostock et al., 2011); see a real example at http://bit.ly/ZDhKAn).
Besides, interactive graphics can be turned into animations when we automate the inter-
action. For example, in cranvas we can “brush” a plot programmatically, i.e. not really
using the mouse, but modify the data object directly. By moving the brush on a plot, an
animation is automatically produced.
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CHAPTER 3
SCOPE
The work described in this thesis contains collaboration with other people, and some
work was built upon existing software packages. This chapter describes of my original
contribution.
animation (Xie, 2012a) The idea is not completely new and a number of animations
have been done before my animation package, but they were mainly based on
Java Applets, which are obsolete nowadays. I re-implemented some of the old
animations in this R package, and created several new demos. For example, many
demos of the Central Limit Theorem existed before this package was written, but
none of them really showed any measures of normality of the distribution of the
sample mean; the distribution may look “bell-shaped”, but there are many “bell-
shaped” distributions in statistics, so those demos can be misleading. My version
of the demo shows the P-value from the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, so we have a
better idea of the normality of the sampling distribution of the mean. I designed
a number of new animation demos that are less common, including the demos for
bootstrapping, the gradient descent algorithm, and different sampling methods,
and so on.
I also wrote the tools to export animations from R, which relies on a few open
source packages such as SciAnimator, ImageMagick/GraphicsMagick, FFmpeg and
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SWF Tools.
I did the conceptual design of this package, which is introduced in Part I of this
thesis. This part has been published in the Journal of Statistical Software (Xie,
2013a). The animation package is available on CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive
Network). Weicheng Zhu and Lijia Yu started contributing to this package since
early 2013, before when I was the only author and maintainer. Their work in not
included in this thesis.
R2SWF (Qiu and Xie, 2012) It is an R package for converting R graphics to Flash ani-
mations using the libming library. The major contribution is from Yixuan Qiu, who
is also the maintainer of the package. I wrote a few wrapper functions in R around
Yixuan’s C code. This package has an application in the knitr package: we can
convert all plots in a code chunk to a Flash animation.
cranvas (Xie et al., 2013) This is collaborative work with the cranvas development team,
and the team members include Di Cook, Heike Hofmann and Xiaoyue Cheng. I
designed the data infrastructure (see the qdata() function) that makes it easy to
build reactive and linked plots. I also wrote functions for scatterplots, bar charts,
histograms, parallel coordinates plots, boxplots, and maps in this package. The
drawing engine is based on the packages qtbase (Lawrence and Sarkar, 2013a), qt-
paint (Lawrence and Sarkar, 2013b), and the data infrastructure is based on plumbr
(Lawrence and Wickham, 2012) and objectSignals (Lawrence and Yin, 2011).
Part II of this thesis is a paper focused on the data infrastructure of interactive
graphics in cranvas. It is co-authored with Heike Hofmann and Xiaoyue Cheng,
and submitted to Statistical Science. The paper is currently under revision.
knitr (Xie, 2013c) The initial design was based on the decumar package written by
Hadley Wickham which is not published (but available on GitHub: https://
github.com/hadley/decumar). I extended the design in several directions:
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• decumar was designed only for LATEX and R (like Sweave), and the design
of knitr is very general: it supports document languages including LATEX,
Markdown, HTML, reStructuredText, AsciiDoc, and Textile, and computing
languages including R, Python, Ruby, awk, sed, shell scripts, C++, Julia, and
so on, although the support of all languages except R is still limited
• a wide range of graphical devices to produce different formats for plots, such
as PDF, PNG, JPEG, and TikZ
• a caching system to save time for intensive computing
• a hook system to customize the output and perform additional tasks for code
chunks
• a language engine system to support other computing languages, and it is
also customizable, i.e. it allows users to register new language engines
• the organization/management of code chunks and source documents can be
improved by cross-references and child documents, respectively
The fundamental idea was from literate programming and Sweave, but the imple-
mentation is completely different with Sweave, in order to gain lightweight API’s
for advanced users and make the package extensible.
Part III of this thesis describes the design, features, and applications of knitr. It is
to be published as a book chapter (Xie, 2014).
formatR (Xie, 2012b) It is one of the infrastructure packages behind knitr, and can be
used to reformat R source code to enhance readability. It is primarily my own
work, with some contributions from Yixuan Qiu in its early stage.
highr (Xie and Qiu, 2013) It is an R package for syntax highlighting to enhance read-
ability of source code. It is co-authored with Yixuan Qiu.
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markdown (Allaire et al., 2013) This package provides R bindings to the sundown li-
brary to convert Markdown to HTML. JJ Allaire and Jeffrey Horner are its major
authors. I’m its current maintainer on CRAN.
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PART I
STATISTICAL ANIMATIONS1
1This part is a paper published in the Journal of Statistical Software (Xie, 2013a), of which I’m the only
author. The paper format was tweaked for the sake of consistent typesetting in this thesis, and the original
version of the journal paper is available at http://www.jstatsoft.org/v53/i01/
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ABSTRACT
Animated graphs that demonstrate statistical ideas and methods can both attract
interest and assist understanding. In this paper we first discuss how animations can
be related to some statistical topics such as iterative algorithms, random simulations,
(re)sampling methods and dynamic trends, then we describe the approaches that may be
used to create animations, and give an overview to the R package animation (Xie, 2012a),
including its design, usage and the statistical topics in the package. With the animation
package, we can export the animations produced by R into a variety of formats, such as
a web page, a GIF animation, a Flash movie, a PDF document, or an MP4/AVI video,
so that users can publish the animations fairly easily. The design of this package is
flexible enough to be readily incorporated into web applications, e.g., we can generate
animations online with Rweb (Banfield, 1999), which means we do not even need R to be
installed locally to create animations. We will show examples of the use of animations
in teaching statistics and in the presentation of statistical reports using Sweave (Leisch,
2002) or knitr (Xie, 2013b,c). In fact, this paper itself was written with the knitr and
animation package, and the animations are embedded in the PDF document, so that
readers can watch the animations in real time when they read the paper (the Adobe
Reader is required).
Animations can add insight and interest to traditional static approaches to teaching
statistics and reporting, making statistics a more interesting and appealing subject.
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CHAPTER 4
INTRODUCTION
The range of statistical methods, models and computer implementations now avail-
able is very wide. Both students in statistics, and application area specialists who find
that they need to master and use statistical methodology, require effective means of
entrance into this extensive body of ideas, theories, and practical computer implemen-
tations. Effective visual demonstrations can be useful aids in the mastering of concepts.
Statistical analysis uses computer algorithms to process data, with the user then required
to interpret results. Even with a good training in mathematics, it can be hard to under-
stand the motivation for a statistical algorithm, or how it works in processing data.
An obvious application is the simulation of limiting distributions. Not only is it
possible to illustrate the central limit theorem (CLT); one can show how the CLT fails
if the observations come from a population with infinite variance. This can be done
moreover, both in a simulation (sampling from a theoretical distribution) and resampling
(sampling from an empirical distribution) context. The bootstrap sampling distribution
of the mean is a simple use of sampling from an empirical distribution.
Technological advances in data capture and deployment have led to large increases
in the size and complexity of data sets. This creates new challenges those who work on
the analysis of such data. Often, as for example in the analysis of gene expression data,
the challenges have substantial statistical novelty. Consider, as an example, methods
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that select, on the basis of a measure of discriminatory power, a few genes from among
a large group of genes, in order to discriminate between previously assigned groups.
Simulation, and associated animations, can be an excellent tool for conveying the process
of selection.
Traditional static printed statistical reports have severe limitations, for conveying re-
sults with some degree of complexity to an audience that is not trained to understand
the statistical ideas. Here, an active animated way to present results can help greatly. The
human visual cortex is arguably the most powerful computing system to which we have
access. Visualization puts information in a form that uses the power of this computing
system. By virtue of our visual system, we may be able to quickly understand a com-
plicated method or result, or at least a simplified case. Wender and Muehlboeck (2003)
showed the advantages of animations in teaching statistical topics like least squares and
type I & II errors. Velleman and Moore (1996) discussed a set of animation ideas that
can be effective for a student to learn concepts actively. Animation can be helpful only
if it is used appropriately; Fisher (2010) mentioned several successful applications of an-
imations such as GapMinder (Rosling and Johansson, 2009), but also argued animation
could be very bad when used poorly – it is usually good for presentation but not for
exploration.
The animation package (Xie, 2012a) was designed mainly for two purposes:
1. to demonstrate ideas, concepts, theories and methods in statistics through anima-
tions;
2. to provide utilities to export animations to other formats (e.g., GIF, Flash and var-
ious video formats) or write animations into other files such as HTML pages and
Sweave documents;
There has been active research in the area of dynamic and interactive graphics for
decades, which is mainly focused on data analysis. The most similar project to the
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animation package in the literature might be the GASP (Globally Accessible Statistical
Procedures, available at http://www.stat.sc.edu/rsrch/gasp/), which is a very early
collection of statistical routines for data analysis and statistical education. Most of these
routines were based on Java Applets and HTML forms using CGI to handle user’s input.
These techniques have become rare nowadays over the Internet, and as we know, it is
much more convenient to use R to do statistical computing and graphics than Java today.
In terms of conveying statistical ideas, there are two similar packages to the anima-
tion package: the TeachingDemos package (Snow, 2012) and the rpanel package (Bow-
man et al., 2007), both of which are based on tcltk (Dalgaard, 2001) to create graphical
user interfaces (GUI) for interactive graphics. There are a number of other sophisticated
packages focused on building GUI’s, e.g., RGtk2 (Lawrence and Temple Lang, 2012)
and gWidgets (Verzani, 2007, 2012). At the same time, several R packages are especially
designed for interactive statistical graphics, such as iplots (Urbanek and Wichtrey, 2013)
and playwith (Andrews, 2010) – basic operations like brushing and identifying can be
done in these packages. Moreover, there are also standalone dynamic and interactive
graphics systems like GGobi (Cook and Swayne, 2007) with the corresponding R pack-
age rggobi (Temple Lang et al., 2011). This list of GUI-related packages and dynamic
graphics systems is still far from exhaustive, however, we will see significant distinc-
tions between them and the animation package. As mentioned before, most of them
are focused on data analysis, whereas the animation package puts more emphasis on
illustrating statistical ideas – these illustrations may or may not involve with data. At
least so far the package has been mainly dealing with statistical methods and theories
for pedagogical purposes. Another major difference is, the animation package has flexi-
ble utilities to export R animations to other formats, among which we need to point out
two formats especially: the first one is the HTML pages – we can record the animation
frames in R and embed images into an HTML page to create an animation; this process
does not depend on any third-party software and the output is like a common movie
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player (with navigation buttons), so it is an ideal tool to record a whole plotting process
and demonstrate later to the audience; the other format is the animation in PDF docu-
ments, which is essentially created by the LATEX package animate. With this approach,
we can easily insert animations into Sweave or other literate programming documents,
producing “reproducible animations” in our reports or papers.
This paper provides both a conceptual framework on how animations can be effec-
tively related to statistical theories and ideas, and an introduction on the approaches
to implement animations, in the R language environment (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996;
R Core Team, 2013a). Before we move on, we need to point out that this paper was
written in a reproducible document compiled by the knitr package (Xie, 2013b,c) with
animations created by the animation package automatically; later we will see that we
can actually watch the animations in this document with the Adobe Reader. There was
an editorial in the Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics (JCGS) by Levine
et al. (2010), encouraging authors to submit supplements containing animations, interac-
tive 3D graphics and movies, and finally “embed these dynamic graphics in the online
articles themselves”. Apparently the animation package can be a helpful tool for these
authors.
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CHAPTER 5
STATISTICS AND ANIMATIONS
An animation is a rapid display of a sequence of images of 1D, 2D or 3D artwork
or model positions in order to create an illusion of movement. It is an optical illusion
of motion due to the phenomenon of persistence of vision, and can be created and
demonstrated in a number of ways.
Animations can assist in a number of areas. For example, we can monitor the steps
of K-Means cluster algorithm in multivariate statistics, simulate the approximation of
the sampling distribution of X¯n to normal distribution as the sample size n increases,
or simply show the dynamic trends of the time-series data as time passes by, etc. The
common characteristic of these examples is that they all involve with multiple steps and
we may use a sequence of images to illustrate the process. The sequence of images forms
the base of an animation. Figure 5.1 is a primitive illustration of how a rotation in an
animation is constructed based on a sequence of images.
After a review of some common statistical theories and applications, we think there
are generally four types of scenarios as follows in which animations may play a useful
and interesting role.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of a sequence of images: the basic constitution of an anima-
tion. See demo('wordrotation', package = 'animation') for the real animation.
5.1 Iterative Algorithms
Iterative algorithms are widely used to derive estimates. Animation can help us
monitor the detailed progress, inserting pauses as may be needed for the readers to
follow the changes.
Figure 5.2 is a demonstration of the “gradient descent algorithm” for bivariate func-
tions z = f (x, y). Generally, to minimize a real-valued differentiable function F(x) (x
can be a vector), one can start with a guess x0 for a local minimum of F, and consider
the sequence x0, x1, x2, . . . such that
xn+1 = xn − γ∇F(xn), n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
∇F(·) is the gradient of the function F. This algorithm has an intuitive interpretation: at
each iteration, move the current location of the minimum along the negative gradient by
an amount of γ. Specifically, for a bivariate function, we know the gradient at a point is
orthogonal to the contour line going through this point. Note R is almost immediately
ready for an animation: we can draw the contour plot by contour(), calculate the gradient
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Figure 5.2: The gradient descent algorithm applied to two bivariate objective functions
with different step lengths. The arrows indicate the direction of iterations. See the
function grad.desc() in the animation package.
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by deriv() and use arrows to indicate the process of the iterations, which is the way Figure
5.2 was constructed. The top animation was set to automatically begin to play when the
page is loaded (otherwise we have to click on the animation to play), and we can see
the arrows are moving in directions which are orthogonal to the contour lines. Since
z = x2 + 2y2 is a trivial example, we will not be surprised if the arrows finally reach the
global minimum (0, 0).
One condition for the gradient descent algorithm to work is that the step length
γ has to be small enough. The bottom animation in Figure 5.2 can demonstrate the
importance of this condition especially when the objective function is complicated, e.g.,
it has multiple local minima. We need to be careful in choosing the initial guess and the
step length in this case. In the animation, the step length is 0.3, which is a large value;
although the arrows went to the direction of a local minimum in the beginning, it could
not really reach that minimum. At the 12th iteration, the arrow suddenly “jumped”
away, because γ was too large for it to approach the minimum. After wiggling for a
while near the local minimum, the arrows moved to another area and tried to get close
to the local minimum there. This clearly gives us an impression on how the algorithm
performs under various conditions; we can further change the location of the initial
guess or the value of the step length to improve the process.
There are still a large amount of iterative algorithms that can be animated in this way
such as the Newton-Raphson method or the bisection method for finding the roots of an
equation f (x) = 0, the Gibbs sampling algorithm, and the k-Means clustering algorithm
and so on. The iterative nature of these methods makes them suitable candidates for
animations, due to the duality between the computationally step-by-step results and the
graphically step-by-step animations.
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Figure 5.3: Four basic types of sampling methods: (1) top-left: the simple random sam-
pling without replacement; (2) top-right: stratified sampling – simple random sampling
within each stratum with possibly different sample sizes, and the strata are denoted
by colored bands; (3) bottom-left: cluster sampling – the population consist of several
clusters and we sample the clusters instead of individual points; and (4) bottom-right:
systematic sampling – randomly decide the first sample point and find the rest of sam-
ples by a fixed increment (e.g., sample every 6th element). The solid dots represent the
population, and the circles mark the samples. See functions sample.simple(), sample.strat(),
sample.cluster() and sample.system() in the animation package.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of Buffon’s Needle: (1) top-left: simulation of randomly dropping
needles with length L: the crossing angle is φ and the distance between parallel lines is
D; (2) top-right: corresponding point pairs (φ, y), where y is the distance from the center
of the needle to the nearest parallel line; the needle crosses the lines if and only if y ≤
L
2 sin(φ) for a given φ – this is translated in the plot as “if and only if the point falls below
the sine curve”, and we know the probability of this event is
(´ pi
0
L
2 sin(φ)dφ
)
/
(
piD2
)
=
2L
piD which can be approximated by the proportion of points below the curve; (3) bottom:
values of pˆi calculated from the above simulations. Note we only dropped the needle for
50 times in this example; in general this is not sufficient to obtain a reliable estimate of
pi. See the function buffon.needle() in the animation package.
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5.2 Random Numbers and Simulations
We often need to generate random numbers to do simulations, either to validate
whether our theories can behave well in a simulated scenario, or to compute estimates
based on random numbers. For example, we already know from the CLT that the stan-
dardized sample mean
√
n(X¯n− µ)/σ has a limiting standard normal distribution under
proper conditions, so we may check how perfectly the distribution of the sample mean
approximates to the normal distribution as the sample size n increases to a very large
number (theoretically infinity). On the other hand, we can also demonstrate effects of
departure from theories, e.g., the behavior of the sample mean when the population
variance is infinite, which we will discuss later.
Many numerical experiments, concepts and theorems in probability theory and math-
ematical statistics can be expressed in the form of animations, including the classical
Buffon’s Needle (Ramaley, 1969), the Law of Large Numbers (LLN), the CLT, the Brow-
nian Motion, coin tosses, confidence intervals and so on. The basic idea is to display
the result graphically each time we get a random sample. For instance, in the LLN, we
show how the sample means are distributed as we increase the sample size, i.e., for a
specific sample size n, we generate m batches of random numbers with each batch of size
n, compute the m sample means and plot them; finally we can observe that the sample
means will approach to the population mean.
Some elementary animations can be applied to the subject of survey sampling (Cochran,
1977) to demonstrate basic sampling methods, such as the simple random sampling,
stratified sampling, and systematic sampling, etc (see Figure 5.3), and one slightly ad-
vanced animation in survey sampling is about the ratio estimation – we can show the
ratio estimate of the population mean tends to be better than a simple sample average.
The above ideas can be extended to fit into a broader context – to show the sampling
variation. This is not well-recognized by the general audience. We often draw conclu-
sions based on a specific dataset and ignore the variation behind the data-generating
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mechanism. Wild et al. (2011) elaborated this point with a rich collection of illustrations.
Animations can help the audience build up the “desired habit of mind” advocated there,
i.e., whenever I see [this dataset], I remember [the possible variation behind it]. Later we
will see Example 1 in Chapter 7 which demonstrates the “desired habit of reading QQ
plots”.
Figure 5.4 is a demonstration of the classical Buffon’s Needle problem for approxi-
mating the value of pi. As we drop more and more needles on the plane, the approx-
imation will be closer to the true value of pi in general. This demonstration not only
shows the estimate of pi each time the needle was dropped in a cumulative manner, but
also draws the actual scenario (dropping needles) and the corresponding mathematical
interpretation to assist understanding.
5.3 Resampling Methods
Instead of sampling from a theoretical distribution, which is usually a common case
in Section 5.2, there are also a lot of statistical methods that focus on sampling from the
empirical distribution. This is often referred to as “resampling” in the literature. Typical
methods include cross-validation, bootstrapping, and permutation methods (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1994), etc.
Again, we may use animations to investigate the resampling effects if we keep on
sampling from the empirical distribution and demonstrate the corresponding output
each time we have obtained a new sample X∗. For example, under certain conditions,
the standardized sample mean will converge in distribution to a normal random variable
(Lahiri, 2006), so we may generate several bootstrap replications of the sample mean and
examine its convergence to normality as the sample size grows, or failing to converge
when the original sample comes from a distribution with infinite variance; this is similar
to the LLN case in Section 5.2. In the bootstrap literature, perhaps the moving blocks
bootstrap is a better candidate for animations: each time we have selected some blocks of
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Figure 5.5: Bootstrapping for the variable eruptions of the faithful data: the original
data is denoted by open circles, while the resampled data is marked by red points with
“leaves”; the number of leaves in the sunflower scatter plot means how many times these
points are picked out, as bootstrap methods always sample with replacement. Note the
x-axis in the top plot matches the x-axis in the bottom histogram of the bootstrapped
sample mean. See the function boot.iid() in the animation package.
sample points, we can mark these blocks up one by one to emphasize the block structure,
then show the output based on these sample blocks. There are also inappropriate uses
of resampling, e.g., the jackknife estimate the standard error of the median, which has
proved to be inconsistent; or the sampling distribution of extreme quantiles such as the
maximum (Miller, 1964). These phenomena can be demonstrated graphically, as the
simplest case in Figure 5.5 will show.
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Figure 5.6: Obama’s acceptance speech in Chicago: the word counts from the 1st to the
59th paragraph. The animation can emphasize a pattern along with time – longer para-
graphs and shorter paragraphs often appear alternatively. See the dataset ObamaSpeech
in this package.
Figure 5.5 is an illustration of the resampling nature of bootstrapping, using the sun-
flower scatter plot. Each animation frame shows one replication of bootstrapping, and
the density curve indicates the distribution of the bootstrapping sample mean; the short
ticks on the x-axis of the histogram denote the value of the current sample mean. We
keep on resampling from the original data and get a number of bootstrapping samples,
from which we can make inference about the population mean.
5.4 Dynamic Trends
The idea of animations for dynamic trends is perhaps the most natural one. For
example, we can be show the values of a time series as time passes by. This is usually
not enough in practical applications, so we need to characterize patterns in the data and
illustrate their changes via an animation. The definition of the trends in data can be
quite flexible, e.g., the relationship between income and expenditure (say, the regression
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coefficient) in a time span, or the cluster membership of all countries in the world using
two socioeconomic indicators as cluster variables. An influential product for this type
of animations is Google’s “Motion Chart” (originally from GapMinder), which is often
used to show the changes of two or three variables over time using the so-called “bubble
chart”.
Dynamic trends can be observed more clearly with the help of animations, and some-
times we can draw preliminary conclusions from the animation, e.g., there may be a
“breakpoint” in a certain year because we feel a sudden change in the animation. Af-
ter this kind of exploratory data analysis, we can do formal modeling and hypothesis
testing such as the Chow breakpoint test (Chow, 1960) to justify these findings.
Figure 5.6 is a simple example illustrating a pattern in Obama’s acceptance speech in
Chicago in 2008; we can watch the data in successive chunks.
In an even more general sense, the meaning of “dynamic” does not have to involve
with a time variable – we may as well extend this “time” variable to any variables as
long as they can be sorted, which essentially means conditioning on a variable. In that
case, animations can be created along with the ascending or descending values of this
conditioning variable.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN AND CONTENTS
The R package animation (Xie, 2012a) was initially written based on the above ideas
in statistics, and later the package was also developed to be a comprehensive collection
of tools to create animations using R. In this chapter, we first explain the basic schema to
create an animation in R, then we introduce the utilities to export animations, and finally
we give a brief overview of existing statistical topics covered by this package, as well as
the demos in the package. The package is currently available on the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (CRAN).
6.1 The Basic Schema
The approach to create animations in R with the animation package is fairly straight-
forward – just draw plots one by one with a pause between these plots. Below is the
basic schema for all the animation functions in the package:
library("animation")
oopt <- ani.options(interval = 0.2, nmax = 10)
for (i in 1:ani.options("nmax")) {
## draw your plots here, then pause for a while with
ani.pause()
}
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ani.options(oopt)
The functions ani.pause() and ani.options() are in the animation package; the function
ani.pause(), based on Sys.sleep(), was used to insert pause in the animation when it is
played in an interactive graphics device (typically a window device), because it is simply
a waste of time to pause under a non-interactive off-screen device when we cannot
actually see the plots; ani.options() can be used to specify many animation options. For
example, ani.options('interval') sets the time interval to pause between animation
frames, and ani.options('nmax') is used to set the maximum number of iterations or
repetitions. Then we use a loop to draw plots one by one with a pause in each step.
In the end we restore the animation options. We can see from below how to use these
options to design a simple demonstration for the Brownian motion, which is included
in this package as the function brownian.motion():
brownian.motion
function (n = 10, xlim = c(-20, 20), ylim = c(-20, 20), ...)
{
x = rnorm(n)
y = rnorm(n)
for (i in seq_len(ani.options("nmax"))) {
dev.hold()
plot(x, y, xlim = xlim, ylim = ylim, ...)
text(x, y)
x = x + rnorm(n)
y = y + rnorm(n)
ani.pause()
}
}
<environment: namespace:animation>
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The basic idea is to keep on adding an increment in the horizontal and vertical di-
rection respectively, and these increments are independently and identically distributed
as N(0, 1). Brownian motion is a model describing the random drifting of particles sus-
pended in a fluid. It is important to set the axes limits (xlim and ylim) as fixed – not
only for this particular animation, but also for other animations in which the range of the
coordinates is changing – otherwise we can hardly perceive the motion correctly without
a frame of reference. Figure 6.1 is an output of this function.
Note that although the for-loop is straightforward to create an animation, there are
also many cases in which a while-loop becomes useful. Consider, for instance, the gradi-
ent descent algorithm: there are multiple conditions to break the loop, one of which is the
absolute value of changes between two successive iterations (e.g., | f (xk+1)− f (xk)| < δ).
In this case, ani.options('nmax') might be smaller than the exact number of animation
frames in the output.
6.2 Tools for Exporting Animations
Many software packages can produce animations, however, as for statistics, the power
of statistical computations and graphics plays a more crucial role than animation tech-
nologies. The R language is a natural choice as the infrastructure of this animation
package, since it provides flexible computing routines and graphical facilities, among
which those low-level plotting commands are especially useful for generating basic ele-
ments of animations (Murrell, 2011).
We can watch animations in R’s screen devices: the Windows graphics devices (under
Windows) or X Window System graphics devices (under Linux) or Mac OS X Quartz
devices (under Mac OS X). This looks like a natural choice to play animations, but there
are two drawbacks:
1. each time we want to replay the animation, R has to go through all the computa-
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Figure 6.1: A demonstration of the Brownian motion. Points are moving randomly on
the plane; in each step, their locations change by i.i.d random numbers from N(0, 1).
tions again and redraw the plots; besides, the animations can only be watched in
R;
2. before R 2.14.0, R’s screen devices lack the capability of double buffering, so the an-
imations can be flickering on the screen; the performance is better under Windows
than Linux and Mac OS (after R 2.14.0, we can use the new functions dev.hold() and
dev.flush() so the plots will not flicker).
Therefore we need to export animations from R for better performance, portability and
to save time. The animation package provides five approaches to export animations in
other formats: HTML pages, LATEX / PDF animations, GIF animations, Flash animations,
and videos. Table 6.1 is an overview of these utilities. We have also provided an “anima-
tion recorder” to capture all the changes in the graphics device, and this can be helpful
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Table 6.1: The exporting utilities in the animation package.
Function Software dependence Viewer Interface
saveHTML() SciAnimator (JavaScript) any web browser very flexible
saveLatex() (pdf)LATEX Adobe Reader flexible
saveGIF() GraphicsMagick/ImageMagick most image viewers
saveSWF() SWF Tools Flash players
saveVideo() FFmpeg Movie players
when we only use low-level plotting commands to create animations.
6.2.1 HTML pages
We can use the function saveHTML() to create an HTML page containing the anima-
tions. Figure 6.2 shows the interface of the animation; basically it is just like a movie
player – it has buttons to play/stop the animation and navigate through the images, and
we can change the loop mode as well as the speed. The animation player is based on
a JavaScript library named SciAnimator; the bottom part of Figure 6.2 shows the code
to produce the animation with some session information for the sake of reproducibility.
The R code is automatically added by saveHTML() and highlighted by the JavaScript
library SyntaxHighlighter for better readability. See the help page of saveHTML() for
download addresses of these libraries; they are built-in with the animation package so
the users do not need to manually install them.
The usage of saveHTML() is:
saveHTML(expr, img.name = "Rplot", global.opts = "", single.opts = "",
navigator = ani.options("nmax") <= 100 && ani.options("interval") >=
0.05, htmlfile = "index.html", ...)
We only need to provide an R expression expr which can produce a sequence of
images (it does not have to use a loop); img.name specifies the base filename of images to
be created, and other arguments can be used to tune more details of the animation (see
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Figure 6.2: The interface of the animation in the HTML page (in the Firefox browser).
the help page). This function will record the images using R’s off-screen graphics devices
(png() by default; specified in ani.options('ani.dev')), and insert them into the HTML
page by JavaScript. Most of the relevant options can be specified by ani.options(), e.g.,
the width and height of images; the options related to the player can be found in the
reference of SciAnimator. This function allows multiple animations to be embedded
into the same HTML file – we only need to specify the option ani.options('htmlfile')
to be the same each time we call saveHTML().
Below is the code corresponding to Figure 6.2. Remember the first argument of
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saveHTML() is an R expression to create plots, and the curly brackets {} in the code is
used to wrap several lines of R code into one expression to be passed to the argument
expr:
saveHTML({
ani.options(interval = 0.05, nmax = 50)
par(mar = c(4, 4, 0.1, 0.1), mgp = c(2, 0.7, 0))
brownian.motion(pch = 21, cex = 5, col = "red", bg = "yellow")
}, img.name = "bm_plot", ani.height = 300, ani.width = 550,
title = "Demonstration of the Brownian Motion", description = c("Random walk",
"on the 2D plane: for each point (x, y), x = x + rnorm(1) ",
"and y = y + rnorm(1)."))
We have built a website (http://animation.yihui.name) based on the function save-
HTML() to show the animations online, so that they can be watched by the general
audience.
In fact we can easily extend this function for web applications, because what save-
HTML() essentially does is to write HTML and JavaScript in files. These code can also
be written to users’ web browsers as the response from a web server. We have succeeded
in getting Rweb (Banfield, 1999) to work with this function, so that the user only needs
to submit R code in a web browser to the Rweb server, and the server will generate the
images and return an animation page to the user. This make it possible for users to
create animations without R locally installed. There is a demo file in the package that
can show this idea (it depends on the availability of the Rweb server):
system.file("misc", "Rweb", "demo.html", package = "animation")
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6.2.2 PDF animations via LATEX
The LATEX package animate by Grahn (2010) is capable of inserting animations into
a PDF document, and the animations are also driven by JavaScript. This can be quite
helpful, yet is not widely used in our papers or reports. There was an editorial in the
JCGS by Levine et al. (2010) encouraging authors to take the advantage of animations
and movies when publishing electronic papers; the function saveLatex() in the animation
package is one tool to fulfill this mission. This function can be used either as a stan-
dalone utility to create PDF animations, or in a Sweave document to insert animations
dynamically. It will automatically detect if it is called in Sweave and output LATEX code
accordingly.
The usage of saveLatex() is similar to saveHTML(), except that it involves with several
LATEX-related arguments:
saveLatex(expr, nmax, img.name = "Rplot", ani.opts, centering = TRUE,
caption = NULL, label = NULL, pkg.opts = NULL, documentclass = "article",
latex.filename = "animation.tex", pdflatex = "pdflatex",
install.animate = TRUE, overwrite = TRUE, full.path = FALSE,
...)
The required argument is expr (an R expression), and the rest of arguments are op-
tional. This function first opens a graphical device (specified in ani.options('ani.dev'))
to record all the plots created by expr, then writes out the LATEX code based on the syntax
of the animate package, e.g., \animategraphics[controls]{5}{Rplot}{1}{50}, which
can produce an animation from a plot file “Rplot.pdf” using the pages from 1 to 50 (or
from Rplot1.png, ..., Rplot50.png, depending the graphics device we use), and the time
interval between animation frames is 1/5 = 0.2 seconds. See the documentation of the
animate package for details.
The saveLatex() function can also be used with Sweave directly. There is a demo
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in this package, demo('Sweave_animation', package = 'animation'), which is a com-
plete example to show how to use this function with Sweave (the source document is
system.file('misc', 'Sweave_animation.Rnw', package = 'animation')).
Generally we recommend using PDF graphics because of the high quality, but the
file size can easily get too large, since R’s pdf() device does not support compression
of PDF graphics before 2.14.0. To solve this problem, we wrote two wrappers, qpdf()
and pdftk(), for two additional software packages qpdf (http://qpdf.sourceforge.net/)
and pdftk (http://www.pdflabs.com/tools/pdftk-the-pdf-toolkit/) respectively; if
either of them is available in the system, the PDF graphics will be compressed before
being processed to animations.
6.2.3 GIF animations, Flash animations and videos
Both JavaScript and LATEX are common tools, so users can easily create the HTML and
PDF animations, and we still have other three approaches: saveGIF(), saveSWF() and save-
Video(), which rely on three less common third-party software packages GraphicsMag-
ick (http://www.graphicsmagick.org)/ImageMagick (http://www.imagemagick.org/),
SWF Tools (http://www.swftools.org), and FFmpeg (http://ffmpeg.org), respectively.
These functions are merely wrappers to these tools, i.e., they will use the function sys-
tem() to call these external tools to convert R images to other animation formats. Specif-
ically, saveGIF() calls the external command gm convert (GraphicsMagick) or convert
(ImageMagick) to create GIF animations; saveSWF() calls png2swf, jpeg2swf or pdf2swf
in SWF Tools to convert images to Flash animations; saveVideo() calls the command
ffmpeg in the FFmpeg library to convert images to a video (some common formats
include Ogg, MP4 and AVI). For these functions to work, they have to know the paths
of the tools, which can be set up in the function arguments.
All of the three functions share a similar usage to saveHTML() or saveLatex(), and the
difference is that we may need to specify the location of these tools especially under Win-
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dows (using arguments convert, swftools and ffmpeg in three functions respectively):
saveGIF(expr, movie.name = "animation.gif", img.name = "Rplot",
convert = "convert", cmd.fun, clean = TRUE, ...)
saveSWF(expr, swf.name = "animation.swf", img.name = "Rplot",
swftools = NULL, ...)
saveVideo(expr, video.name = "animation.mp4", img.name = "Rplot",
ffmpeg = "ffmpeg", other.opts = "", ...)
A large amount of work was done for Windows to search for the location of these
software packages automatically, so that Windows users do not have to be familiar with
command lines. The paths of these tools can also be pre-specified in ani.options().
6.2.4 The animation recorder
There is a difficulty in exporting the animations made purely by low-level plotting
commands, because the off-screen graphics devices (e.g., the png() device) can only cap-
ture high-level plotting changes as new image files. For instance, even if we keep on
adding points to a plot and it seems to be changing on screen, but when we put the
code under an off-screen device, we will only get one image in the end. To solve this
problem, we can use the function recordPlot() in the grDevices package to record all the
changes as a list, then replay them using replayPlot(). There are two functions ani.record()
and ani.replay() based on these functions in this package, which can act as an “anima-
tion recorder”. Here is an example that shows the a one-dimensional random walk by
adding points on an empty plot; the changes are recorded and replayed:
oopt <- ani.options(nmax = 50, interval = 0.1)
x <- cumsum(rnorm(n = ani.options("nmax")))
ani.record(reset = TRUE)
par(bg = "white", mar = c(4, 4, 0.1, 0.1))
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plot(x, type = "n")
for (i in 1:length(x)) {
points(i, x[i])
ani.record()
}
ani.replay()
ani.options(oopt)
We can also replay inside a saveXXX() function introduced before to export the ani-
mation, e.g., saveHTML(ani.replay()).
6.2.5 Other R packages
There are a few other R packages to export animations; for example, the SVGAn-
notation package by Nolan and Temple Lang (2012) can create a simple SVG (Scalable
Vector Graphics) animation using the function animate() to animate scatter plots like the
Google Motion Chart, and the R2SWF package by Qiu and Xie (2012) can create a Flash
animation by converting bitmap images to a SWF (ShockWave Flash) file based on the
swfmill library. These packages can be run on their own, i.e., they are not simply com-
mand line wrappers for third-party software packages. There is yet another package
named swfDevice to create Flash animations, which has not been released to CRAN but
looks useful as well (currently on R-Forge).
6.3 Topics in statistics
This package contains a large variety of functions for animations in statistics, cover-
ing topics in several areas such as probability theory, mathematical statistics, multivariate
statistics, nonparametric statistics, sampling survey, linear models, time series, compu-
tational statistics, data mining and machine learning, etc. These functions might be of
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help both in teaching statistics and in data analysis.
As of version 2.0-7, there are nearly 30 functions related to statistics in this package:
bisection.method() the bisection method for root-finding on an interval;
boot.iid() bootstrapping for i.i.d data (demonstrate the idea of sampling with replace-
ment);
boot.lowess() fit LOWESS curves based on resampled data;
brownian.motion(), BM.circle(), g.brownian.motion() different demonstrations of the
Brownian motion on the 2D plane;
buffon.needle() simulation of the Buffon’s needle problem to approximate pi;
clt.ani() demonstration of the Central Limit Theorem (also shows the goodness-of-fit to
the Normal distribution as the sample size increases);
conf.int() demonstration of the concept of confidence intervals;
cv.ani() demonstration of the concept of cross-validation;
flip.coin() simulation of flipping coins;
grad.desc() the gradient descent algorithm;
kmeans.ani() the k-Means cluster algorithm (show the changes of cluster labels and the
move of cluster centers);
knn.ani() the kNN classification algorithm;
least.squares() demonstration of least squares estimation (show how the residual sum
of squares changes when the coefficients change);
lln.ani() the Law of Large Numbers;
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MC.hitormiss(),MC.samplemean() two approaches of the Monte Carlo integration;
mwar.ani() the moving window auto-regression;
newton.method() the Newton-Raphson method for root-finding;
quincunx() demonstration of the Quincunx (i.e., the Bean Machine) to show the Normal
distribution coming from the falling beans;
sample.cluster() the cluster sampling;
sample.simple() the simple random sampling without replacement;
sample.strat() the stratified sampling;
sample.system() the systematic sampling;
sample.ratio() the demonstration of advantages of the ratio estimation in survey sam-
pling;
sim.qqnorm() the simulation of QQ plots to show how they look like if the data really
comes from the Normal distribution;
6.4 Demos
Demos are an important part of this package. They can be divided into two groups:
some are purely for entertaining purposes, and the others can demonstrate additional
capabilities and applications of this package. Here we introduce a selective subset of
these demos.
For the saveXXX() functions in Section 6.2, we can extend them in flexible ways.
For example, we do not have to restrict ourselves by the common R graphics devices;
we can use arbitrary devices, as long as we follow the “naming template” for image
files. This is explained in detail in the options use.dev and img.fmt in the help page of
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Figure 6.3: A 3D animation demo (created by the rgl package): the classical pollen data.
The hidden letters will emerge as we gradually zoom into the point cloud.
ani.options(). The demo('rgl_animation') shows how to capture the 3D plots created by
the rgl package (Adler and Murdoch, 2013); see Figure 6.3 for the animation, which was
embedded in this paper using the knitr package. This demo is actually a quick summary
of the 1986 ASA Data Expo – looking for patterns in a synthetic dataset. The original
plot seems to be nothing but a point cloud, but there is actually a word “EUREKA”
hidden in it; we can clearly see them by zooming into the points. A similar demo is
demo('ggobi_animation') – it shows how to record plots in GGobi and create an HTML
animation page accordingly.
Another demo shows that we can even download images from the Internet, and wrap
them into an animation with saveHTML(); see demo('flowers'). This again indicates the
flexibility of the animation package. To learn how these two demos work, we can take a
look at the source code:
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file.show(system.file("demo", "rgl_animation.R", package = "animation"))
file.show(system.file("demo", "flowers.R", package = "animation"))
Some demos for entertainment include demo('game_of_life') (three types of the
famous “Game of Life”), demo('hanoi') (the recursive algorithm of the classical game
“Tower of Hanoi”), and demo('fire') (a simulation of the fire flames) and so on. Finally,
we can also demonstrate interesting datasets in animations, e.g., demo('CLEvsLAL') is a
“playback” of an NBA game between Cavaliers and Lakers on Dec 25, 2009; at each time
point, we can clearly see the location of the current player, and whether he made the
goal or not.
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CHAPTER 7
EXAMPLES
In this chapter we give three examples illustrating the application of animations to
both statistical theories and data analysis. The first example shows we can construct
simple but convincing animations to explain how to interpret QQ plots reasonably; the
second example quickly shows how the sample mean behaves when the conditions for
CLT are not satisfied; the third one gives the process of cross-validation.
Example 1 (QQ plots for different sample sizes) QQ plots are often used to check
the normality of residuals in linear regressions. In practice, we may over-interpret these
plots – departure of the points from a straight line does not necessarily mean a severe
contradiction with normality. Figure 7.1 shows several QQ plots for different batches
of random numbers which are really from the standard Normal distribution, however,
we can clearly see that few of them really fall on the diagonal (i.e., the line y = x) in
the top plot, and there are almost always a few points in the tails which are far away
from the diagonal in the bottom plot. The animation gives the readers an impression of
“deviation” because the diagnal is fixed in all frames while the points are “wiggling”
around it, and the animation can also hold more plots than a static m × n display of
individual plots.
These two animations correspond to the sample size 20 and 100 respectively. When
the sample size is small, QQ plots might give us a fairly high Type I error rate (reject
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normality even if the sample really comes from the Normal distribution); on the other
hand, we should not pay too much attention to “outliers” in the tails in QQ plots when
the sample size is large.
To see how quickly and easily we can write such an animation function, we may look
at the source code of the function sim.qqnorm(), which created the animations in Figure
7.1. It is basically a loop creating QQ plots with qqnorm() based different batches of
random numbers:
sim.qqnorm <- function(n = 20, last.plot = NULL, ...) {
for (i in 1:ani.options("nmax")) {
dev.hold()
qqnorm(rnorm(n), ...)
eval(last.plot)
ani.pause()
}
}
Example 2 (Limiting distribution of the sample mean) The function clt.ani() was
designed to demonstrate the Central Limit Theorem, i.e., to illustrate the limiting dis-
tribution of X¯n as n increases. In the animation, the density of X¯n is estimated from a
number of simulated mean values based on a given sample size n.
Figure 7.2 is a comparison for the distributions of the sample means when n = 50.
The population distributions in the top and bottom animations are the Uniform and
Cauchy distributions respectively. We know the latter one does not satisfy the condition
of finite variance in CLT, hence it should not give us any bell-shaped density curves no
matter how large the sample size is, which is true according to the bottom animation in
Figure 7.2. The upper plot is the histogram overlaid with a density curve to show the
distribution of X¯n (the dashed line denotes the theoretical limiting distribution), and the
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Figure 7.1: The QQ plot for random numbers from N(0, 1) with a sample size 20 (top)
and 100 (bottom) respectively. The points may not strictly stick to the diagonal even they
are really from the Normal distribution.
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lower plot shows the corresponding P-values from the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality
– if normality holds, the P-values should be uniformly distributed, so if P-values are
systematically small, normality can be questionable. The demonstration of CLT is an
extremely old idea, and there exists a large number of demos, but very few of them
emphasized the goodness-of-fit to normality – usually they merely show how the density
curve of the sample mean can become bell-shaped, but “being bell-shaped” alone could
be far from normality. Therefore we especially added the theoretical limiting density
curve as well as the P-values in order that readers have an idea about the departure
from the theoretical normality. For example, we know for Uni f (0, 1), X¯n
d→ N(12 , 112n ),
so we can draw the limiting density curve to compare with the empirical density curve
of X¯n. Note we used P-values only as one measure of goodness-of-fit, and large P-values
do not necessarily indicate normality (we just cannot reject it).
Example 3 (Classification of gene expression data) It is very common that the gene
expression data is high-dimensional with variables far more than observations. We may
hope to use as few variables as possible to build predictive models, since too many vari-
ables can bring the problem of overfitting. The main ideas in this example are borrowed
from Maindonald and Braun (2007, pp. 400), but here we only illustrate the process of
cross-validation and the corresponding results.
Suppose we want to find out the optimum number (say, less than gmax = 10) of
features using the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with a 5-fold cross-validation. The
procedure is:
Split the whole data randomly into 5 folds:
For the number of features g = 1, 2, · · · , 10, choose g features that
have the largest discriminatory power individually (measured by
the F-statistic in ANOVA of one feature against the cancer types):
For the fold i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 5):
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Figure 7.2: The normality of the sample mean X¯n as the sample size n increases from 1 to
50 with X ∼ Uni f (0, 1) (top) and Cauchy(0, 1) (bottom); the dashed line is the theoretical
limiting density curve. The conditions for CLT are satisfied in the top plot, and we see
the P-values will no longer be systematically small as the sample size grows; but the
bottom plot can never give us a bell-shaped density, because the variance of the Cauchy
distribution does not exist.
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Figure 7.3: An illustration of the 5-fold cross-validation for finding the optimum number
of gene features based on LDA. The left plot shows the correct rate (denoted by the size
of dots); the right plot shows the test data on the first 2 discriminant axes (only 1 axis
when g = 1 so the first 5 frames are different with latter frames); correct predictions and
misclassified cases are marked by different colors.
Train a LDA model without the i-th fold data, and
predict with the i-th fold for a proportion of correct
predictions p¯gi;
Average the 5 proportions to get an average rate of correct predic-
tion p¯g·;
Determine the optimum number of features as arg max
g
p¯g·.
This procedure was implemented in the function cv.nfeaturesLDA() in the animation
package, and we use the datasets Golub and golubInfo from the hddplot package. The
goal is to correctly classify three cancer types (allB, allT and aml) using as less variables
as possible from all the 7129 features; the sample size is 72, and we want to restrict the
maximal number of features to be 10.
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In Figure 7.3, points with sizes proportional to the rates of correct predictions are
moving from bottom to top and left to right, which demonstrates the process of k-fold
cross-validation (1 to k on the y-axis) and the increasing number of features (1 to gmax on
the x-axis), respectively. For a fixed number g, we denote the rate of correct predictions
pgi for i = 1, 2, · · · , k one by one in the vertical direction, and then move to the next
number g + 1. The average rates are computed and denoted at the bottom of the graph;
points that marked by “?” denote unknown pgi, i.e., they have not been computed yet.
In the end, we only have to find out the number g corresponding to the biggest point in
the bottom. The results are as follows (see Table 7.1 for details):
set.seed(130)
library("hddplot")
data("Golub")
data("golubInfo")
ani.options(nmax = 10)
par(mar = c(4, 4, 0.2, 0.7), mgp = c(2, 1, 0))
res <- cv.nfeaturesLDA(t(Golub), cl = golubInfo$cancer, k = 5, cex.rg = c(0,
3), pch = 19)
res$optimum
## [1] 9
We achieved the maximum prediction accuracy when the number of features is 9
(res$optimum); the matrix res$accuracy shows the prediction accuracy for g = 1, 2, · · · , 10
in the column and fold 1 to 5 in the 5-fold cross-validation. In fact, this example is more a
“slide show” than a real animation, but it can be a helpful tool to explain the procedure.
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Table 7.1: The accuracy rates under different numbers of features (from 1 to 10) with
5-fold cross-validation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Fold1 0.5000 0.4286 0.5000 0.8571 0.9286 0.9286 0.9286 0.8571 0.8571 0.8571
Fold2 0.4667 0.5333 0.6000 0.8000 0.7333 0.8000 0.8000 0.8667 0.7333 0.7333
Fold3 0.7143 0.7143 0.7857 0.7143 0.7143 0.7143 0.7143 0.5714 0.7857 0.6429
Fold4 0.3571 0.4286 0.5000 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714 0.5714
Fold5 0.5333 0.6000 0.6000 0.6667 0.4667 0.5333 0.6667 0.5333 0.8667 0.8667
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
The goal of the S language was “to turn ideas into software, quickly and faithfully”
(Chambers, 1998); for the animation package, the goal is “to turn ideas into animations
(quickly and faithfully)”. This package won the John M. Chambers Statistical Software
Award (http://stat-computing.org/awards/jmc/) in 2009.
In Chapter 5, we have reviewed the close relationship between animations and statis-
tics in certain aspects. We can use animations to illustrate every single step of iterative
algorithms, show all the results from simulations or resampling methods in detail, and
characterize dynamic trends in the data.
Chapter 6 introduced the design and contents of this package. The programming
schema for the animation functions is quite simple but effective, and animations made
from this schema can help us better understand statistical methods and concepts, and
gain insights into data. This package contains nearly 30 demonstrations for statistical
topics, as well as more than 20 demos for other topics such as computer games or novel
applications of some functions in this package.
The examples in Chapter 7 have shown the advantage of animations in both demon-
strating statistical theories and results of data analysis: the procedures illustrated step
by step are fairly clear, and the results can be observed on the fly. In traditional static
printed reports and papers, these dynamic information cannot be conveyed conveniently.
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We have also introduced the reproducibility of animations in this paper, and the an-
imation package has functions to incorporate with reproducibility. For example, the
saveHTML() function can write the R code as well as the R session information into
an HTML page, so that users can copy and paste the code to reproduce the anima-
tions; saveLatex() can be used in the Sweave environment to insert animations into LATEX
documents, which usually will be compiled to PDF documents, so that we can watch
animations in the PDF documents. The source document of this paper can be found un-
der system.file("articles", "jss725.Rnw", package = "animation") and this paper
can be reproduced by:
install.packages(c("hddplot", "rgl", "tikzDevice", "animation", "knitr"))
library(knitr)
knit("jss725.Rnw")
Xie and Cheng (2008) is an introductory article for this package in the R News, and
since then, there have been a large amount of improvements in terms of usability, con-
sistency, documentation, new topics in statistics, and additional utilities. Currently we
have included comprehensive utilities for exporting animations in R, and in future the
main direction is to contribute more functions related to statistics. Depending on the
demand of users, we may also consider developing a GUI for this package using, for
example, the gWidgets package.
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PART II
REACTIVE PROGRAMMING FOR
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS1
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ABSTRACT
One of the big challenges of developing interactive statistical applications is the man-
agement of the data pipeline, which controls transformations from data to plot. The
user’s interactions needs to be propagated through these modules and reflected in
the output representation at a fast pace. Each individual module may be easy to de-
velop and manage, but the dependency structure can be quite challenging. The MVC
(Model/View/Controller) pattern is an attempt to solve the problem by separating the
user’s interaction from the representation of the data. In this paper we discuss the
paradigm of reactive programming in the framework of the MVC architecture and show
its applicability to interactive graphics. Under this paradigm, developers benefit from the
separation of user interaction from the graphical representation, which makes it easier
for users and developers to extend interactive applications. The implementation is done
in the R package cranvas, which is freely available on GitHub and the main developers
include the authors of this paper.
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CHAPTER 9
INTRODUCTION
Interactive graphics progresses us beyond the limitations of static statistical displays,
in particular, for exploring high-dimensional data. With a static image, we can only
see one aspect of the data at one time. Interactive graphics allows us to inspect data
dynamically from multiple angles. For example, we may examine the distribution of
a variable from a histogram, and change its bin-width on the fly without having to
manually redraw the plot again and again according to different values of the bin-width.
The term “interactive graphics” can be ambiguous, as disclosed by Swayne and
Klinke (1999) in an editorial of Computational Statistics: it may imply the direct ma-
nipulation of the graph itself, manipulation of the graph controls, or even the command-
line interaction with graphs. Nowadays we primarily mean the direct manipulation on
graphs, but other meanings still have their usefulness. For instance, we may change the
bin-width of a histogram through a slider, or brush all the outliers a scatterplot using
command line based a certain numeric criterion, which can be difficult to do via direct
manipulation.
The main tasks that an interactive graphics system should support are:
1. Single display interactions, such as modifying the plot attributes (brushing, zoom-
ing, panning, deletion) and obtaining additional information (querying graphical
elements);
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2. Linking between different displays of the same dataset or related datasets. For
example, suppose we have a scatterplot of the variable Y versus X, and a histogram
of Z (all three variables are from the same dataset); when we highlight a subset of
points in the scatterplot, and we need to show the distribution of the subset of Z
in the histogram as well.
The first set of tasks is easier to solve – there are a lot of web applications that allow
various single display interactions, for instance, Gapminder (Rosling and Johansson,
2009), ManyEyes (Viegas et al., 2007), JMP (SAS Institute, 2009), and D3 (Bostock et al.,
2011). That is what people usually associate with interactive graphics.
Linked graphics are less common — it allows changes across different displays as
well as across different aggregation levels of the data. The key difficulty is how to let the
plots be aware of each other’s changes, and respond both automatically and immediately.
There are several types of linking between plots, one-to-one linking, categorical linking,
and geographical linking (Dykes, 1998); see Hurley and Oldford (1988), Stuetzle (1987),
and McDonald et al. (1990) for some early demonstrations and implementations. We will
show how linking is related to and achieved by reactive programming later in this paper.
A number of standalone systems for interactive statistical graphics exist. Early sys-
tems include PRIM-9, an interactive computer graphics system to picture, rotate, isolate
and mask data in up to 9 dimensions (Fisherkeller et al., 1988). Data Desk (Velleman
and Velleman, 1988) and LISP-STAT (Tierney, 1990) provided tight integration with in-
teractive graphics as well as numerical modeling. In particular, LISP-STAT is also a
programmable environment like R (R Core Team, 2013a), but unfortunately today R is
the more popular choice. Tierney (2005) described a few desirable approaches towards
programmable interactive graphics, which were not implemented in LISP-STAT due to
limitations of the toolkit. These are all relatively straightforward in the framework of R
and Qt (Qt Project, 2013).
The software systems include XGobi and GGobi (Swayne et al., 2003; Cook and
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Swayne, 2007), MANET (Unwin et al., 1996) and Mondrian (Theus, 2002), which support
interactive displays of multivariate data, but lack extensibility, and a tight integration
with modeling in R. The rggobi package (Wickham et al., 2008) is an interface between
R and GGobi based on the GTK+ toolkit. The iplots package (Urbanek and Wichtrey,
2013) provides high interaction statistical graphics; it is written in Java using the Swing
toolkit, and communicates with R through the rJava package.
One of the big challenges in the development of interactive statistical applications is
to resolve a user’s action on the data level. This is sometimes referred to as the “plumb-
ing” of interactive graphics. Buja et al. (1988, p298) introduced a structure of a viewing
pipeline for dynamic scatter plots. It starts from the raw data, then transformation, stan-
dardization, randomization, projection, viewporting, and eventually to plotting. Some
components of the pipeline can be made implicit, such as the so-called “window-to-
viewport” transformation (i.e., viewporting), due to technological advances in computer
graphics toolkits. For example, Qt can take care of such low-level details automatically.
Wickham et al. (2009) outlined a more general pipeline for interactive graphics, but it did
not cover implementation details, which is the focus of this paper.
The R package cranvas (Xie et al., 2013) is an interactive graphics system built un-
der the classical Model/View/Controller (MVC) architecture and adopts the reactive
programming paradigm to achieve interactivity. Figure 9.1 shows a basic pipeline in
the cranvas package, and its most important components, mutaframes and meta data
objects, which are “reactive” by design. The pipeline starts with a data source (a mu-
taframe) as the central commander of the system. Any plot can modify the data source
as we interact with the plot, and as soon as the mutaframe is modified, its reactive nature
will propagate the changes to all other plots in the system automatically. In addition,
each plot also has its own attributes, which should not be propagated out of itself, and
that is why we have meta data in the system besides mutaframes. A meta data object is
also reactive, but it is only linked to a specific plot. For instance, we can store the bin-
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Figure 9.1: A representation of the pipeline in the cranvas package. It shows how plots
are linked to each other as well as the data source. Elements are added to the data
to facilitate the interaction. Arrows with solid lines indicate R functions that draw the
plots.
width of a histogram in its meta data, and when we modify the bin-width, the histogram
will respond automatically.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with the discussion of the MVC design.
Chapter 11 describes the reactive programming paradigm relative to the MVC archi-
tecture, using cranvas as an example. Chapter 12 provides specific examples of how
interaction is realized.
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CHAPTER 10
THE MVC ARCHITECTURE
MVC is a software architecture design first invented by Trygve Reenskaug in the
1970’s, and described in detail by Krasner and Pope (1988). It is widely used in GUI
(Graphical User Interface) applications, including web applications (Leff and Rayfield,
2001). There have been a number of R packages utilizing the MVC architecture. For
example, Whalen (2005) built an interactive GUI system using the MVC design to ex-
plore linked data. The GUI was based on the RGtk package (later evolved into RGtk2
(Lawrence and Temple Lang, 2010)), and MVC was implemented in the MVCClass pack-
age.
The main reason for the popularity of MVC is because it minimizes the dependen-
cies between different components of an application. For example, let us assume that
the model component consists of a data transformation, such as a square-root or log
transformation. The model does not depend on the view, but the view depends on the
model in the sense, that if the data is changed or a different data transformation is cho-
sen, the view has to be updated to reflect this change. The model developer therefore
never needs to deal with the representation of the data on the screen.
In a traditional MVC design, the controller sends commands to both the model and
the view to update their states. Below is a minimal example in R code on how to brush
a scatterplot under the MVC design:
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brushed <- rep(FALSE, nrow(cars)) # status of the brush indices
model <- function(i) {
brushed[] <<- FALSE
# set the i-th element to TRUE to highlight it
brushed[i] <<- TRUE
}
view <- function(b = brushed) {
# solid points (19) for b == TRUE, and circles (21) for FALSE
plot(cars, pch = ifelse(b, 19, 21))
rect(min(cars[b, 1]), min(cars[b, 2]), max(cars[b, 1]), max(cars[b,
2]), lty = 2)
}
controller <- function(i) {
# update the model and then the view
model(i)
view()
}
When the user brushes the scatterplot, we can obtain the indices of the points under
the brush rectangle (denoted by i in the code above). Then we pass the indices to the
model to change the brush status (the vector brushed) and redraw the plot.
controller(1:4) # the first four points
controller(10:28) # points from 10th to 28th
Decoupling the system into three components enables components to be accessed
independently. For example, we can call the model or the view separately without
modifying their source code.
The problem with the traditional MVC design is that we have to be explicit about
updating the model and the view in the controller. In the context of interactive graphics,
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Figure 10.1: Brush a scatterplot using the MVC design: brush the first four points (left),
then brush all points from the 10th to 28th. The dashed rectangle denotes the “brush”,
which is normally created by dragging the cursor over the points. The cars data is a
dataset in base R. It has been ordered first by speed and then dist in the increasing
order, so the bottom-left point is the first observation in the data.
this can be a burden for developers. For instance, when there are multiple views in the
system, the controller must notify all views explicitly of all of the changes in the system.
When a new view is added to the system, the controller must be updated accordingly.
Below is what we normally do when we add a new view to the system:
view1 <- function(b = brushed) {
plot(cars, pch = ifelse(b, 19, 21))
}
view2 <- function(b = brushed) {
cars$dist <- sqrt(cars$dist) # based on transformed data
plot(cars, pch = ifelse(b, 19, 21))
}
controller <- function(i) {
model(i)
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view1()
view2()
}
Reactive programming is an object-oriented programming paradigm based on an
event-listener model and targeted at the propagation of changes in data flows. We attach
listeners on data objects such that (different) events will be triggered corresponding to
changes in data. In the above example, the plot will be updated as soon as the object
brushed is modified without the need to explicitly call view(). This makes it much
easier to express the logic of interactive graphics. We will discuss how it works as well
as its application in cranvas in the next section. Shiny (RStudio, Inc, 2013) is another
application of reactive programming in the R community, which makes it easy to interact
between HTML elements and R, but it does not have a specific emphasis on statistical
graphics.
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CHAPTER 11
REACTIVE PROGRAMMING
To provide interactive graphics in cranvas, there are two types of objects:
• data presented in the plots, often of a tabular form like data frames in R
• meta data to store additional information of the plots such as the axis limits; it is
irregular like a list in R
There are two approaches making objects reactive: mutaframes (Lawrence and Wick-
ham, 2012) for the data object, and reference classes (Chambers, 2013) for the meta data.
The fundamental technique underlying them is the active binding in R, thanks to the work
of the R Core team (in particular, Luke Tierney). For details, see the documentation of
makeActiveBinding in R. Both mutaframes and reference classes use active bindings to
make elements inside them (such as data columns, or list members) reactive whenever
they are modified.
Active bindings allow events (expressed as functions) to be attached on objects and
these events are executed when objects are assigned new values. Below is an implemen-
tation with active bindings, expanding on the example code in the previous section:
reactiveModel <- local({
b <- rep(FALSE, nrow(cars)) # initial status; all FALSE
function(i) {
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if (!missing(i)) {
b[] <<- FALSE
b[i] <<- TRUE # highlight i-th elements (brush status: TRUE)
view(b) # update the view automatically
}
b
}
})
makeActiveBinding("reactiveBrush", reactiveModel, env = globalenv())
We bind a function reactiveModel() to the object reactiveBrush through the base R
function makeActiveBinding(). When we assign new values to the object reactiveBrush,
the function defined in reactiveModel() will be called: inside the function, the logical
variable b is modified by the indices i and the view is updated accordingly. The two
lines below achieve the same goal as the MVC example in Figure 10.1.
reactiveBrush <- 1:4 # brush the first four points
reactiveBrush <- 10:28 # brush points from 10th to 28th
Now our only task is to assign indices of the brushed points to reactiveBrush, since
the plot will be updated automatically. A real interactive graphics system is more com-
plicated than the above toy example, but it shows the foundation of the pipeline. The two
kinds of interactive objects in cranvas are explained in the next two sections, respectively.
11.1 Mutaframes
Mutaframes are extensions to R data frames. They are mutable, which means that
changes to its elements can be made anywhere regardless of the current environment. By
comparison, a data frame can only be modified in the environment in which it was cre-
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ated, unless we use the non-local assignment operator <<-. The difference is highlighted
in the example below:
library(plumbr)
mf <- mutaframe(x = 1:2 * pi) # a mutaframe
df <- data.frame(x = 1:2 * pi) # a normal data frame
c(mf$x[2], df$x[2]) # the 2nd elements in mf and df
## [1] 6.283 6.283
f <- function() {
mf$x[2] <- 10
df$x[2] <- 10
}
f() # modified mf, but not df
c(mf$x[2], df$x[2])
## [1] 10.000 6.283
As we can see, mf can be modified inside f(), but df cannot, therefore we can share
the same mutaframe across multiple plots. Another important feature of mutaframes
is that we can attach listeners to them. A listener is essentially an R function which
is called upon changes in the mutaframe. For interactive graphics, views are updated
with listeners. Below we create a mutaframe and attach a listener to it to redraw the
scatterplot:
mf <- mutaframe(cars)
add_listener(mf, function(i, j) {
# i indicates the rows modified, and j indicates columns
plot(dist ~ speed, data = as.data.frame(mf))
})
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Figure 11.1: The original scatterplot (left) is automatically updated (right) when the dist
variable is square-root transformed (right). We can also modify the speed variable, or
change the values of some rows in the data to update the plot.
Now whenever we update mf, the scatterplot will be updated accordingly. For exam-
ple, we make a square-root transformation of the dist variable (see Figure 11.1 for the
original plot and the transformed version):
mf$dist <- sqrt(mf$dist)
A more complex but direct application of mutaframes is the example shown in the
movie displayed in Figure 11.2: here, we see a two dimensional grand tour (Asimov,
1985) through the flea dataset provided in the tourr package (Wickham et al., 2011).
After a while, we can see a separation of the data into three clusters (species separate
into three distinct multivariate clusters). A two dimensional tour consists of a series of
projections into two dimensional space. By choosing projections less than 6 degree apart,
a sense of continuity is preserved for the observer. This continuity allows us to identify
clusters as groups of points that share a common fate (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2012). Internally,
the movie-like view is upheld by repeated changes to the X and Y values displayed,
which are propagated to the view.
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Figure 11.2: A grand tour through the flea data. The points are separated into three
clusters. Watch the video online at http://cranvas.org/examples/qtour.html.
Interactivity of a mutaframe can be propagated to its subsets, and this allows us to
build multiple applications based on one mutaframe and its offsprings. For instance, we
can select a subset of points in a scatterplot, obtain their indices, and use the indices to
subset the original mutaframe to draw a new plot. The new plot is naturally connected
with the original plot: when we interact with the new plot, the interaction will be passed
to the original plot, and vice versa. This is similar to an earlier example described by
Hurley and Oldford (1988).
11.2 Reference Classes
R introduced reference classes in version 2.12. This made it possible to create objects
with fields that can be accessed by reference. A consequence of this feature is that such
objects can be used for storing meta data in the graphics system, and the data can be
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easily modified outside of plotting functions. For instance, we can store the axis limits in
an object meta as meta$limits (in the terminology of reference classes, limits is called
a field of meta). After the plot has been drawn, we are still able to modify its limits and
the new limits will be available to the internal members of the plotting function. This
is inconvenient, if not impossible, under the usual copy-on-modify semantics in R. The
brushing example in Figure 10.1 is rewritten using reference classes:
objBrush <- setRefClass("Brush", fields = list(.brushed = "logical",
brushed = function(i) {
if (missing(i)) return(.brushed)
.brushed[] <<- FALSE
.brushed[i] <<- TRUE # brush the i-th element(s)
view(.brushed) # update the view
.brushed
}), methods = list(initialize = function() {
.brushed <<- logical(nrow(cars))
}))
obj <- objBrush$new()
obj$brushed <- 1:4 # brush the first 4 points
obj$brushed <- 10:28
obj$brushed # show which elements are currently brushed
We created a reference class object obj from the constructor objBrush, and this object
has a field called .brushed which is a logical vector to store the brush status. The other
field brushed is a function that acts as the controller: we can assign new values to it,
and the view will be updated accordingly. We can also query the current brush status
to, for example, explore the brushed subset of the data separately. The object obj can
be modified anywhere in the system as desired, which is often not the case for normal
R objects. We will show how reference classes work for interactions in single display
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applications later.
What is more important is the extension by the objectSignals package (Lawrence
and Yin, 2011) based on reference classes. The objects created from this package are
called “signal objects”, which are basically special reference classes objects with listeners
attached on them. This is similar to mutaframes described before, but we can create
objects of arbitrary structures. The difference between mutaframes and signal objects is
similar to the difference between data frames and lists in R.
11.3 Reactive Programming Behind cranvas
Mutaframes and reference classes objects are extensively used in cranvas, although
this may not be immediately obvious to the users. Below we show some quick examples
based on the Ames housing data (Ames, IA, 2008 – 2012). Before we draw any plots in
cranvas, we have to create a mutaframe using the function qdata():
library(cranvas)
qames <- qdata(ameshousing) # a mutaframe
qhist(saleprice, data = qames) # a plot with meta objects attached
qbar(baths, data = qames, horizontal = TRUE) # horizontal barchart
qscatter(livingarea, saleprice, data = qames)
The function qhist() draws a histogram of the sale price, qbar() draws a bar chart of
the number of bathrooms, and qscatter() draws a scatterplot of the sale price against
the living area. All plotting functions have to take a data argument, which is a mu-
taframe. Inside each function, listeners will be built on the data so changes in the plot
can be propagated back to the data object, and further passed to other plots.
The returned value of a plotting function contains the signal object, which can be
retrieved from the attributes of the returned value. The user can manipulate the signal
object and the plot can respond to the changes, because a number of listeners have been
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attached to it internally when we call the plotting function.
Figure 12.1 and 12.8 show the histogram and the bar chart from the above R code.
We will present details about the reactive objects in the next section.
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CHAPTER 12
AN ANATOMY OF INTERACTIONS
In this section, we show how some common interactions, including brushing, zoom-
ing, and querying, etc, were implemented in cranvas. The data infrastructure is based on
mutaframes and reference classes/signal objects, as introduced in the previous section.
The actual drawing is based on the packages qtbase (Lawrence and Sarkar, 2013a) and
qtpaint (Lawrence and Sarkar, 2013b), which provide an interface from R to Qt (Verzani
and Lawrence, 2012).
12.1 Input Actions
Interaction with a system involves user actions as the input to the system, then the
system resolves the input information and responds to the user. Interaction happens on
multiple levels of user actions. The most common forms of interaction with a display
are listed below in decreasing order of immediacy with which this interaction between
the user and the display happens:
Direct manipulation of graphical objects (Becker et al., 1987; Wills, 1999) is at the heart
of interactive graphics. Direct manipulation is what we use only for the highest
level of interaction, such as selection or brushing of elements. With a set of different
modes (querying, scaling mode as, for example, implemented in XGobi/GGobi), a
set of different or additional interactions can be incorporated at the highest level.
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Another approach is to make use of visual cues (Unwin et al., 1996; Theus, 2002),
which make areas of interactions visible to the user by changing the cursor upon
entering the cue area. Visual cues are usually associated with changes to the reso-
lution of a representation or scales of a display. See Figure 12.1 for an example of
a histogram with visual cues.
Input devices such as mice or touch pads allow another level of interaction besides just
click-selection; e.g., most operating platforms support wheel events (either through
the presence of a mouse wheel, a mouse move with an additional modifier key, or
a touch gesture), and a wheel event often corresponds to the zooming of a plot.
Keystrokes can be used for quick access to functions that are also accessible through
a (popup) menu or other toolbar. Figure 12.2 shows an example of a key stroke
interaction (arrow keys Left and Right) to move between a choropleth map of the
United States and a population based cartogram.
Functional access through the console: Accessor functions allow us to get information
about the state of objects (e.g., get the indices of selected elements). Mutator func-
tions enable the user to set a particular state for objects in a display (e.g. set
highlighting color to red, set points to size 5). We may call this level of interaction
“indirect manipulation” of graphics.
On the developer’s side, the main idea behind resolving an interaction between the
user and the display, is to actually resolve the interaction at the level of the data, but
make it appear as if the user had directly interacted with the graphical object. This is
essentially what happens in cranvas when we interact with plots.
All levels of interactions mentioned above are supported in cranvas, and this package
does not really discriminate direct manipulation from indirect manipulation. At its core,
all kinds of manipulation end up as the manipulation of the underlying data objects, on
which we elaborate in the next section.
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Figure 12.1: Histogram of sales prices. Sales of $ 200k and more are selected and
highlighted in yellow. Markers show cue regions. See http://cranvas.org/examples/
qhist.html for a video of the interactions.
12.2 Reactive Data Objects
The first step to create interactive plots in cranvas is to create a mutaframe, as illus-
trated in Figure 12.3. The function qdata() in cranvas returns a mutaframe with a few
more columns appended to a data frame. Below is a simple example:
head(cars, 4)
## speed dist
## 1 4 2
## 2 4 10
## 3 7 4
## 4 7 22
library(cranvas)
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Figure 12.2: Morph from a choropleth chart of the US (top left) to a population based
cartogram (bottom right). The color represents electoral votes of states towards the
Democratic (blue) or Republican party (red) in the 2012 Presidential election. The arrow
indicates the direction of the morph.
MutaframeData frame
DATA DATA
Features:
e.g. brushed
color, size
qdata()
attr ...
Figure 12.3: The conversion from a data frame to a mutaframe, which can be imagined
as an augmented and mutable data frame. Additional columns for the brush status and
aesthetics of graphical elements are appended to the original data frame.
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Scatterplot
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Figure 12.4: Create a scatter plot and attach a meta object to it.
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qcars <- qdata(cars)
head(qcars, 4)
## speed dist .brushed .visible .color .border .size
## 1 4 2 FALSE TRUE gray15 gray15 4
## 2 4 10 FALSE TRUE gray15 gray15 4
## 3 7 4 FALSE TRUE gray15 gray15 4
## 4 7 22 FALSE TRUE gray15 gray15 4
We can see the data frame cars was augmented by columns such as .brushed and
.color. The .brushed column indicates the brush status of graphical elements (TRUE
means an element is brushed), and .color stores the colors of elements.
It is up to a specific application how to interpret these additional columns. For
example, it is easy to represent these attributes in scatter plots, because each row in the
data corresponds to a point in the plot. For a bar chart displaying the frequencies for
a categorical variable, .brushed may result in a partially or fully highlighted bar when
only a subset in a category is brushed.
Each single display application in cranvas creates a plot and attaches listeners on the
mutaframe at the same time. Figure 12.4 shows how a scatter plot is created from a
mutaframe: before the qscatter() function displays the plot, it binds the augmented
columns in the mutaframe with the plot layers using listener functions, so that when
these columns are updated, the plot can be updated. For example, the .color column
should update the main layer of points, and .brushed column controls the brush layer.
The Qt graphics framework allows us to build a plot using layers, which makes it pos-
sible to update one component of a plot without having to update all others. This gives
us a lot of performance gain, especially when we interact with plots of large numbers of
elements. See http://cranvas.org/2013/10/qt-performance/ for an example of brush-
ing a scatter plot of three million points, which take less than 0.01 second to render, and
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are highly responsive to the brush. Reasons for the great performance include Qt itself,
as well as the fact that the .brushed column only updates the brush layer, and the main
plot layer of three million points is not affected while we move the brush over the plot.
The other type of reactive data objects are called meta data in cranvas. Such objects
often contain plot-specific information, such as the names of variables in the plot, and
the axis limits, etc. See Figure 12.4 again for an illustration of meta objects attached
to plots. When a plot is created, a copy of meta data is generated and associated with
it. See http://cranvas.org/examples/qscatter.html for an example of zooming: what
happens behind the scenes is we modify the axis limits in the meta data in the mouse
wheel event.
Since the data structure of meta objects is very flexible, its application can be very
wide. The cranvas package allows adding or customizing meta information to any dis-
plays. For example, the user can specify a function in the meta object to generate text
labels when querying a plot. In the following text, we use meta to denote a meta data
object.
12.3 Interactions
Now we go into further details about the interactions supported in cranvas, and
explain how they are related to the reactive data objects.
12.3.1 Brushing and selection
Brushing and selection are interactions that highlight a subset of graphical elements
in a plot. It is usually achieved by a mouse dragging a rectangle (or other closed shapes)
over a plot, and elements inside the rectangle are selected. The rectangle in the brush-
ing mode is persistent on the screen; for the selection mode, the rectangle is transient,
meaning that it disappears when the mouse is released.
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We use the qscatter() function to illustrate the basic idea. What really happens in
qscatter() is too complicated to show here. We only show a sketch using pseudo code
below:
qscatter <- function(x, y, data) {
layer_main <- draw_plot(x, y, data) # the main plot layer
layer_brush <- draw_brush(x, y, data) # the brush layer
view <- pack(layer_main, layer_brush)
add_listener(data, function(i, j) {
if (j == x || j == y || j == ".brushed")
update(layer_brush)
})
view
}
There are two layers layer_main and layer_brush in the plot. The brush layer is used
to redraw the brushed points only, so that the main layer can stay untouched when we
brush the plot. The key for brushing/selection is the listener added to the mutaframe
data by add_listener() : when the column x, y, or .brushed is modified, we update
the brush layer (changes in other columns will not affect the plot). Adding listener is
denoted by the dashed arrow in Figure 12.4.
When we brush the plot, the points under the brush are identified by the mouse
events in Qt, and we modify the .brushed variable in the mutaframe in R. Because of
the listener associated with .brushed, the brush layer will be redrawn. Therefore the
selection is actually handled with one step of backtracking: once the user draws a selec-
tion rectangle, we update .brushed immediately, which triggers the update of the brush
layer. Because this occurs in a fast pace, the user may have an illusion that the cursor
directly selected the points. See Figure 12.5 for an example of brushing scatterplots of
the Ames housing data (R code is provided in the next section). The selection mode was
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used in these plots, so we do not see the brush rectangle. The brushing mode was used
in Figure 12.1, where there is a yellow rectangle.
In the case of a histogram, bins are the graphical objects intersecting with a selection
rectangle. The backtracking corresponds to identifying all records in the mutaframe
falling within the limits of the selected bin. The binary variable .brushed is changed
when the brush moves over the bins, and the change is propagated to all dependencies,
which results in an update to all dependent views. One of the dependent views is the
histogram itself, which shows highlighting in form of superimposing a histogram of
the highlighted records on top of the original histogram. What the user perceives as
“selecting” bins is actually a reaction to a change in the internal brushing variable.
12.3.2 Linking
Linking forms the core of communication between multiple views. By default, all
views that involve variables from the same mutaframe are linked. Linking within the
same dataset is implicit one-to-one linking.
We still use the mutaframe qames from Section 11.3, and create two scatterplots (Fig-
ure 12.5), which illustrate one-to-one linking:
qscatter(livingarea, saleprice, data = qames)
qscatter(livingarea, garagearea, data = qames)
Recall in the previous section that when a scatterplot is created, a listener to update
the brush layer is attached to the mutaframe. It does not matter where the mutaframe is
modified, all the brush layers will be updated if the .brushed variable in the mutaframe
is modified. When we interact with either of the plot, the other plot will respond to the
changes, because both plots depend on the .brushed variable in the same mutaframe.
It is feasible to extend this concept to link different sources or aggregation levels of
the data. Take the following two types of linking for example:
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Figure 12.5: One-to-one linking: we highlight the house with the largest garage in the
right plot, and this house is also highlighted in the left plot. Apparently it is not of the
highest price.
Categorical linking means when we brush one or more observations in one category, all
observations in this category are brushed; this is achieved in the listener by setting
all elements of .brushed in this category to TRUE;
kNN linking (k nearest neighbor) means when we brush an observation, its k nearest
neighbors under a certain distance metric are brushed as well; again, this is nothing
but setting the relevant elements in .brushed to TRUE.
They can be applied to a single data source (called “self-linking”), or multiple data
sources. In the latter case, the listener in one data object needs to update other data ob-
jects. In Figure 12.6, the map and the scatterplot use two different sources, and they are
linked via categorical linking through the state names. Each state in the map is described
by multiple locations following the border, but one state only has one observation in the
scatterplot. If we brush California in the scatterplot, the whole polygon of California
(containing multiple locations) is highlighted. On the other hand, if we brush a part of a
state in the map, that means the whole state should be highlighted when only the state
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Figure 12.6: Linked map (left) and scatterplot (right). Color shading shows (log) state
population with darker shades indicating higher values. The scatterplot on the right
displays the number of burglaries in 2009 versus the number of motor vehicle thefts by
state. There is a strong correlation between the variables, which is mainly induced by
a strong underlying correlation with population. Compared to other states, California
displays a high number of motor vehicle thefts compared to the number of burglaries.
level data is available.
Linking can also be done on the same data with different aggregation levels, such
as the raw data and binned data. The histogram in Figure 12.1 shows sales prices of
all houses sold in the Ames housing data. The yellow rectangle corresponds to an area
based selection of all houses with sales of $200k or more, which triggers a highlighting
of all corresponding houses in all displays of the Ames housing data. This includes the
histogram itself, where all bins intersecting with the selection rectangle are filled with
highlighting color, and all bar charts of the number of bedrooms as shown in Figure 12.8.
12.3.3 Zooming and panning
They allow us to change or shift the scale of the view, so we can see the data with
different granular levels. They can be resolved directly without the need of interaction
with the original data. In cranvas, the core of zooming and panning consists of simple
changes to the meta data meta$limits. Again, for the sake of simplicity, we show the
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pseudo code:
qscatter <- function(x, y, data) {
meta <- Scatter$new(limits = cbind(range(x), range(y)))
layer_main <- draw_plot(x, y, data)
view <- pack(layer_main) # put the layer in a view
meta$limitsChanged <- function() {
layer_main$setLimits(meta$limits)
}
attr(view, "meta") <- meta
view
}
Scatter is a constructor created from reference classes, and we store a field limits
in meta. The key here is to set up the event meta$limitsChanged: this event is triggered
when meta$limits is modified, and the axis limits of the main plot layer are replaced by
the new value of meta$limits. The setLimits() method is from Qt, which is used to
set new limits on a layer, and Qt will update the view when the limits are changed.
On the R side, we modify meta$limits in the mouse wheel event for zooming, and in
the mouse drag event for panning. We have given a video example of zooming into the
pollen data in Section 12.2. Figure 12.7 shows two screenshots of the original scatterplot
and the zoomed version, respectively.
library(cranvas)
data(pollen, package = "animation")
qpollen <- qdata(pollen, size = 2)
qscatter(RIDGE, NUB, data = qpollen)
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Figure 12.7: Zooming into the pollen data. The original scatterplot (left) does not show
anything interesting, and as we zoom into the plot, we see a hidden word “EUREKA”.
12.3.4 Querying/identifying
It is another interaction that usually can be resolved without further information from
the original data, although sometimes the original data may also be used. Querying of
graphical objects involves, in a first step, the display of the corresponding values of the
meta data. In the case of the bar charts in Figure 12.8, querying of the bins displays
information, about the bin’s level, the number of records it encompasses, as well as
the proportion of the whole data that this bin contains. The same information is also
displayed at the level of the selected values in the bar. The proportion shown is the
proportion of selected elements within the bin.
12.3.5 Direct manipulation
Interactions with graphical objects: visual cues indicate additional areas of interaction
in graphical objects other than the ones representing the data. Figure 12.1 shows several
examples of visual cues in a histogram. Both anchor point and bin-width are graphical
representations of plotting parameters for the histogram. The anchor of a histogram is
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bedrooms = '4'
counts: 84/204
proportion: 41.2%/12.6%
bedrooms = '3'
counts: 233/865
proportion: 26.9%/53.6%
Figure 12.8: Bar chart (left) and spine plot (right) of the number of bedrooms in housing
sales. Highlighted are sales of $200k and higher. Querying gives details on each bin
(houses with a particular number of bedrooms) and the selected houses with this bin.
the lower limit of the left most bin. The bin-width then defines the interval at which
breaks are drawn to define bins. Interactions with both anchor and bin-width cues
consist of horizontal shifts, which re-set the actual values parametrizing the histogram.
Changes to the anchor allow to test for instabilities in the display due to discreteness
in the data. Bin-width changes show the data at different levels of smoothness and
therefore allow for a visualization of ‘big’ picture marginal distributions for large bin
widths and the investigation of small pattern features, such as multiple modes and gaps
in the data for small bin-widths. Examples for both of these interactions are available as
movies in the supplementary material.
The visual cues in this case also correspond to meta elements. Specifically, the bin lim-
its are stored in meta$breaks, and the histogram layer is connected to the meta$breaksChanged
event. The anchor modifies meta$breaks when we drag it.
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CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSIONS
MVC has a clear concept of the controller, and it is made implicit in reactive program-
ming. In this paper, we use reactive data objects to manage the views. We can imagine
a reactive object as a signal splitter, and we connect multiple devices to it. One splitter
can connect to another one using a custom cable to build a bigger system (linking), and
signals can flow back and forth in the system.
The cranvas package is built on graphics layers in Qt (frontend) and reactive data
objects in R (backend). The plotting pipeline is expressed and attached to mutaframes
as well as meta data objects. Using the reactive programming model, the user does not
need to pay attention to the whole pipeline, which makes it easy to extend this system.
For example, implementing the tour is nothing but to draw a scatterplot of the projected
variables, and keep on modifying the data, because the mutaframe will update the view
automatically upon changes.
The future work of cranvas is to include more plot types such as hexbin plots and
scatterplot matrices, and allow users to define how the system reacts to changes. We
still do not have a graphical user interface yet, and fortunately the qtbase package has
made it easy to build Qt GUI’s in R. Due to our adoption of the reactive programming
paradigm, the GUI widgets can be connected to the plots via reactive data objects only.
They do not need to know the internal structure of plots; this kind of separation will
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make the system easier to maintain and extend.
Supplementary materials
The cranvas package is available on GitHub at https://github.com/ggobi/cranvas.
We have movies showing some interactions that are available on the website http://
cranvas.org.
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PART III
DYNAMIC REPORTING1
1This part is a book chapter (Xie, 2014) contributed to “Implementing Reproducible Computational
Research”, and I’m the only author of the chapter. The format was changed and the content was slightly
revised before the original book chapter was included into this thesis.
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CHAPTER 14
Introduction
Reproducibility is the ultimate standard by which scientific findings are judged. From
the computer science perspective, reproducible research is often related to literate pro-
gramming, a paradigm conceived by Knuth (1984), and the basic idea is to combine
computer code and software documentation in the same document; the code and docu-
mentation can be identified by different special markers. We can either compile the code
and mix the results with documentation, or extract the source code from the document.
To some extent, this implies reproducibility because everything is generated automati-
cally from computer code, and the code can reflect all the details about computing.
Early implementations like WEB (Knuth, 1983) and Noweb (Ramsey, 1994) were not
directly suitable for data analysis and report generation, which was partly overcome by
later tools like Sweave (Leisch, 2002). There are still a number of challenges which were
not solved by existing tools; for example, Sweave is closely tied to LATEX and hard to
extend. The knitr package (Xie, 2013b,c) was built upon the ideas of previous tools with
a framework redesigned, enabling easy and fine control of many aspects of a report.
Sweave can be regarded as a subset of knitr in terms of the features.
In this part, we begin with a simple but striking example that shows how repro-
ducible research can become natural practice to authors given a simple and appealing
tool. We introduce the design of the package in Chapter 16 and how it works with a
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variety of document formats including LATEX, HTML and Markdown. Chapter 17 lists
the features that can be useful to data analysis such as the cache system and graphics
support. Chapter 18 covers advanced features which extend knitr to a comprehensive
environment for data analysis; for example, other languages such as Python, awk and
shell scripts can also be integrated into the knitr framework. We will conclude with
a few significant examples including student homework, data reports, blog posts and
websites built with knitr.
The main design philosophy of knitr is to make reproducible research easier and
more enjoyable than the common practice of cut-and-paste results. This package was
written in the R language (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996; R Core Team, 2013a). It is freely
available on CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network) and documented in its website
http://yihui.name/knitr/; the development repository is on Github: https://github.
com/yihui/knitr, where users can file bug reports and feature requests and participate
in the development.
There are obvious advantages of writing a literate programming document over copy-
ing and pasting results across software packages and documents. An overview of literate
programming applied to statistical analysis can be found in Rossini (2002); Gentleman
and Temple Lang (2004) introduced general concepts of literate programming documents
for statistical analysis, with a discussion of the software architecture; Gentleman (2005)
is a practical example based on Gentleman and Temple Lang (2004), using an R pack-
age GolubRR to distribute reproducible analysis; Baggerly et al. (2004) revealed several
problems that may arise with the standard practice of publishing data analysis results,
which can lead to false discoveries due to lack of enough details for reproducibility (even
with datasets supplied). Instead of separating results from computing, we can actually
put everything in one document (called a compendium in Gentleman and Temple Lang
(2004)), including the computer code and narratives. When we compile this document,
the computer code will be executed, giving us the results directly. This is the central idea
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of this chapter – we go from the source code to the report in one step, and everything is
automated by the source code.
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CHAPTER 15
A WEB APPLICATION
R Markdown (referred to as Rmd hereafter) is one of the document formats that knitr
supports, and it is also the simplest one. Markdown (Gruber, 2004) is a both easy-to-read
and easy-to-write language which was designed primarily for writing web content easily
and can be translated to HTML (e.g. **text** translates to <strong>text</strong>).
Below is a trivial example of how Rmd looks like:
# First section
Description of the methods.
```{r brownian-motion, fig.height=4, fig.cap='Brownian Motion'}
x <- cumsum(rnorm(100))
plot(x)
```
The mean of x is `r mean(x)`.
We can compile this document with knitr and the output will be an HTML web page
containing all the results from R, including numeric and graphical results. This is not
only easier for authors to write a report, but also guarantees a report is reproducible
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since no cut-and-paste operations are involved. To compile the report, we only need to
load the knitr package in R and call the knit() function:
library(knitr)
knit("myfile.Rmd") # we saved the above file as myfile.Rmd
Based on this simple idea, knitr users have contributed hundreds of reports to the
hosting website RPubs (http://rpubs.com) within a few months since it was launched,
ranging from student homework, data analysis reports, HTML5 slides and class quizzes.
Traditionally, literate programming tools often choose LATEX as the authoring environ-
ment, which has a steep learning curve for beginners. The success of R Markdown and
RPubs shows that one does not have to be a typesetting expert in order to make use of
literate programming and write reproducible reports.
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CHAPTER 16
DESIGN
The package design consists of three components: the parser, evaluator and renderer.
The parser identifies and extracts computer code from the source document; the evalua-
tor executes the code; the renderer generates the final output by appropriately marking
up the results according to the output format.
16.1 Parser
To include computer code into a document, we have to use special patterns to sepa-
rate it from normal texts. For instance, the Rmd example in Chapter 15 has an R code
chunk which starts with ```{r} and ends with ```.
Internally knitr uses the object knit_patterns to set or get the pattern rules, which
are essentially regular expressions. Different document formats use different sets of reg-
ular expressions by default, and all built-in patterns are stored in the object all_patterns
as a named list. For example, all_patterns$rnw is a set of patterns for the Rnw format,
which has R code embedded in a LATEX document using the Noweb syntax. Similarly,
knitr has default syntax patterns for other formats like Markdown (md), HTML (html)
and reStructuredText (rst). We take the Rnw syntax for example.
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library(knitr)
names(all_patterns) # all built-in document formats
## [1] "rnw" "brew" "tex" "html" "md" "rst"
## [7] "asciidoc" "textile"
all_patterns$rnw[c("chunk.begin", "chunk.end", "inline.code")]
## $chunk.begin
## [1] "^\\s*<<(.*)>>=.*$"
##
## $chunk.end
## [1] "^\\s*@\\s*(%+.*|)$"
##
## $inline.code
## [1] "\\\\Sexpr\\{([^}]+)\\}"
In the pattern list for the Rnw format, there are three major elements as shown above:
chunk.begin, chunk.end and inline.code, which are regular expressions indicating the
patterns for the beginning and ending of a code chunk, and inline code respectively. For
example, the regular expression ^\s*<<(.*)>>=.*$ means the pattern for the beginning
of a code chunk is: in the beginning (^) of this line, there are at most some white spaces
(\s*), then the chunk header starts with <<; inside the chunk header, there can be some
texts denoting chunk options ((.*)), which can be regarded as meta data for a chunk
(e.g. fig.height=4 means the figure height will be 4 inches for this chunk); the chunk
header is closed by >>=. The code chunk is usually closed by @ (white spaces are allowed
before it and TEX comments are allowed after it), and we can also write inline code
inside the pseudo TEX command \Sexpr{}. Below is an example of a fragment of an
Rnw document:
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\section{First section}
Description of the methods.
<<brownian-motion, fig.height=4, fig.cap='Brownian Motion'>>=
x <- cumsum(rnorm(100))
plot(x)
@
The mean of x is \Sexpr{mean(x)}.
Based on the Rnw syntax, knitr will find out the code chunk as well as the inline
code mean(x). Anything else in the document will remain untouched, and will be mixed
with the results from the computer code eventually. To show the parser can be easily
generalized, we take a look at the Rmd syntax as well:
i <- c("chunk.begin", "chunk.end", "inline.code")
str(all_patterns$md[i])
## List of 3
## $ chunk.begin: chr "^\\s*```+\\s*\\{r(.*)\\}\\s*$"
## $ chunk.end : chr "^\\s*```+\\s*$"
## $ inline.code: chr "`r +([^`]+)\\s*`"
Roughly speaking, the three major patterns are changed to ```{r *} (beginning), ```
(ending) and `r *` (inline) respectively. If we want to specify our own syntax, we can
use the knit_patterns$set() function, which will override the default syntax, e.g.
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knit_patterns$set(chunk.begin = "^<<r(.*)", chunk.end = "^r>>$",
inline.code = "\\{\\{(.+?)\\}\\}")
Then we will be able to parse a document like this with the custom syntax:
<<r brownian-motion, fig.height=4, fig.cap='Brownian Motion'
x <- cumsum(rnorm(100))
plot(x)
r>>
The mean of x is {{mean(x)}}.
In practice, however, this kind of customization is often unnecessary. It is better to
follow the default syntax, otherwise additional instructions will be required in order to
compile a literate programming document. Table 16.1 shows all the document formats
which are currently supported by knitr.
Among all chunk options, there is a special option called the chunk label. It is the
only chunk option that does not have to be of the form option = value. The chunk
label is supposed to be a unique identifier of a code chunk, which will be used as the
filename for figure files, cache files, and also id’s for chunk references. We will mention
them later in Chapter 17.
16.2 Evaluator
Once we have the code chunks and inline code expressions extracted from the doc-
ument, we need to evaluate them. The evaluate package (Wickham, 2013) is used to
execute code chunks, and the eval() function in base R is used to execute inline R code.
The latter is easy to understand and made possible by the power of “computing on
the language” (R Core Team, 2013b) of R. Suppose we have a code fragment 1+1 as a
character string, we can parse and evaluate it as R code:
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Table 16.1: Code syntax for different document formats (* denotes local chunk options,
e.g. <<label, eval=FALSE>>=; x denotes inline R code, e.g. <% 1+2 %>).
format start end inline output
Rnw <<*>>= @ \Sexpr{x} TEX
Rmd ```{r *} ``` `r x` MD
Rhtml <!--begin.rcode * end.rcode--> <!--rinline x--> HTML
Rrst .. {r *} .. .. :r:`x` reST
Rtex % begin.rcode * % end.rcode \rinline{x} TEX
Rasciidoc // begin.rcode * // end.rcode +r x+ AsciiDoc
Rtextile ### begin.rcode * ### end.rcode @r x@ Textile
brew <% x %> text
eval(parse(text = "1+1"))
## [1] 2
For code chunks, it is more complicated. The evaluate package takes a piece of R
source code, evaluates it and returns a list containing results of six possible classes:
character (normal text output), source (source code), warning, message, error and
recordedplot (plots).
library(evaluate)
res <- evaluate(c("'hello world!'", "1:2+1:3"))
str(res, nchar.max = 45)
## List of 5
## $ :List of 1
## ..$ src: chr "'hello world!'\n"
## ..- attr(*, "class")= chr "source"
## $ : chr "[1] \"hello world!\"\n"
## $ :List of 1
## ..$ src: chr "1:2+1:3"
## ..- attr(*, "class")= chr "source"
## $ :List of 2
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## ..$ message: chr "longer object length is not a multiple of sh"| __truncated__
## ..$ call : language 1:2 + 1:3
## ..- attr(*, "class")= chr [1:3] "simpleWarning" "warning" "condition"
## $ : chr "[1] 2 4 4\n"
An internal S3 generic function wrap() in knitr is used to deal with different types
of output, using output hooks defined in the object knit_hooks, which constitutes the
renderer. Before the final output is rendered, we may have to post-process the output
from evaluate according to chunk options. For example, if the chunk option echo=FALSE,
we need to remove the source code. This is one advantage of using the evaluate package,
because we can easily filter out the result elements that we do not want according to the
classes of the elements. Continuing the example above, we can remove the source code
by:
## filter out elements which are not source
res <- Filter(Negate(is.source), res)
str(res, nchar.max = 45)
## List of 3
## $ : chr "[1] \"hello world!\"\n"
## $ :List of 2
## ..$ message: chr "longer object length is not a multiple of sh"| __truncated__
## ..$ call : language 1:2 + 1:3
## ..- attr(*, "class")= chr [1:3] "simpleWarning" "warning" "condition"
## $ : chr "[1] 2 4 4\n"
Similarly we can process other elements according to the chunk options; for instance,
warning=FALSE means to remove warning messages, and results='hide' means to re-
move elements of the class character; knitr has a large number of chunk options to
tweak the output, which are documented at http://yihui.name/knitr/options.
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One notable feature of the evaluate package that may be surprising to most R users
is that it does not stop on errors by default. This is to mimic the behavior of R when we
copy and paste R code in the console (or terminal): if an error occurs in a previous R
expression, the rest of the code will still be pasted and executed. To completely stop on
errors, we need to set a chunk option in knitr:
opts_chunk$set(error = FALSE)
16.3 Renderer
Unlike other implementations such as Sweave, knitr makes almost everything acces-
sible to the users, including every piece of results returned from evaluate. The users are
free to write these results in any formats they like via output hook functions. Consider
the following simple example:
1 + 1
## [1] 2
There are two parts in the returned results: the source code 1 + 1 and the output [1]
2. Users may define a hook function for the source code like this to use the lstlisting
environment in LATEX:
knit_hooks$set(source = function(x, options) {
paste("\\begin{lstlisting}\n", x, "\\end{lstlisting}\n", sep = "")
})
Or put it inside the <pre> tag with a CSS class source in HTML:
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Table 16.2: Output hook functions and the object classes of results from the evaluate
package.
Class Output hook Arguments
source source x, options
character output x, options
recordedplot plot x, options
message message x, options
warning warning x, options
error error x, options
chunk x, options
document x
knit_hooks$set(source = function(x, options) {
paste("<pre class='source'>", x, "</pre>", sep = "")
})
Here the name of the hook function corresponds to the class of the element returned
from evaluate; see Table 16.2 for the mapping between the two sets of names. The argu-
ment x of the hook denotes the corresponding output (a character string), and options
is a list of chunk options for the current code chunk, e.g. options$fig.width is numeric
value which determines the width of figures in the current chunk. Note there are two
additional output hooks called chunk and document. The chunk hook takes the output of
the whole chunk as input, which has been processed by the previous six output hooks;
the document hook takes the output of the whole document as input and allows further
post-processing of the output text.
Like the parser, knitr also has a series of default output hooks for different document
formats, so users do not have to rewrite the renderer in most cases.
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CHAPTER 17
FEATURES
The knitr package borrowed features such as TikZ graphics (Tantau, 2008) and cache
from pgfSweave (Bracken and Sharpsteen, 2011) and cacheSweave (Peng, 2012a) re-
spectively, but the implementations are completely different. New features like code
reference from an external R script as well as output customization are also introduced.
The feature of hook functions in Sweave was re-implemented and hooks have extended
power now. Special emphasis was put on graphics: there can any number of plots per
chunk, there are more than 20 graphical devices to choose from (PDF, PNG and Cairo
devices, etc), and it is also easy to specify the size and alignment of plots via chunk
options.
There are several other small features which were motivated from the experience of
using Sweave. For example, a progress bar is provided when knitting a file so we more or
less know how long we still need to wait; output from inline R code (e.g. \Sexpr{x[1]})
is automatically formatted in scientific notation (like 1.2346× 108) if the result is numeric
(this applies to all document formats), and we will not get too many digits by default
(the default number in R is 7 which is too long).
As we emphasize the ease of use, the concept of an “R Notebook” was also introduced
in this package, which enables one to write a pure R script to create a report, and knitr
will take care of the details of formatting and compilation.
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17.1 Code Decoration
Syntax highlighting comes by default in knitr (controlled by the chunk option highlight
= TRUE), since we believe it enhances the readability of the source code. The formatR
package (Xie, 2012b) is used to reformat R code (option tidy=TRUE), e.g. add spaces and
indentation, break long lines into shorter ones and automatically replace the assignment
operator = to <-; see the manual of formatR for details. The highr package (Xie and Qiu,
2013) is used for syntax highlighting.
For LATEX output, the framed package is used to decorate code chunks with a light
gray background (as we can see in this document). If this LATEX package is not found
in the system, a version will be copied directly from knitr. The output for HTML doc-
uments is styled with CSS, which looks similar to LATEX (with gray shadings and syntax
highlighting).
The prompt characters are removed by default because they mangle the R source
code in the output and make it difficult to copy R code. The R output is masked in
comments by default based on the same rationale. In fact, this was largely motivated
from my experience of grading homework; with the default prompts, it is difficult to
verify the results in the homework because it is so inconvenient to copy the source code.
Anyway, it is easy to revert to the output with prompts (set option prompt=TRUE), and
we will quickly realize the inconvenience to the readers if they want to run the code in
the output document:
> x <- rnorm(5)
> x
[1] 1.16619 -0.69786 -0.29389 -0.75535 0.06075
> var(x)
[1] 0.6134
The example below shows the effect of tidy=TRUE/FALSE:
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## option tidy=FALSE
for(k in 1:10){j=cos(sin(k)*k^2)+3;print(j-5)}
## option tidy=TRUE
for (k in 1:10) {
j <- cos(sin(k) * k^2) + 3
print(j - 5)
}
While this may seem to be irrelevant to reproducible research, we would argue that it
is of great importance to design styles that look appealing and helpful at the first glance,
which can encourage users to write reports in this way.
17.2 Graphics
Graphics is an important part of reports, and several enhancements have been made
in knitr. For example, grid graphics (Murrell, 2011) may not need to be explicitly printed
as long as the same code can produce plots in the R console (in some cases, however,
they have to be printed, e.g. in a loop, because we have to do so in an R console); below
is a chunk of code which will produce a plot (Figure 17.1) in both the R console and
knitr:
library(ggplot2)
p <- qplot(carat, price, data = diamonds) + geom_hex()
p # no need to print(p)
17.2.1 Graphical Devices
Over a long time, a frequently requested feature for Sweave was the support for other
graphics devices, which has been implemented since R 2.13.0. Instead of using several
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Figure 17.1: There is no need to explicitly print grid graphics in knitr, just like what we
do in a normal R console.
logical options like png or jpeg, knitr uses a single option dev (like grdevice in Sweave)
which has support for more than 20 devices. For instance, dev='png' will use the png()
device in the grDevices package in base R, and dev='CairoJPEG' uses the CairoJPEG()
device in the add-on package Cairo (it has to be installed first, of course). Here are the
possible values for dev:
## [1] "bmp" "postscript" "pdf" "png"
## [5] "svg" "jpeg" "pictex" "tiff"
## [9] "win.metafile" "cairo_pdf" "cairo_ps" "quartz_pdf"
## [13] "quartz_png" "quartz_jpeg" "quartz_tiff" "quartz_gif"
## [17] "quartz_psd" "quartz_bmp" "CairoJPEG" "CairoPNG"
## [21] "CairoPS" "CairoPDF" "CairoSVG" "CairoTIFF"
## [25] "Cairo_pdf" "Cairo_png" "Cairo_ps" "Cairo_svg"
## [29] "tikz"
If none of these devices is satisfactory, we can provide the name of a customized
device function, which must have been defined in this form before it is used:
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custom_dev <- function(file, width, height, ...) {
# open the device here, e.g. pdf(file, width, height, ...)
}
Then we can set the chunk option dev='custom_dev'.
17.2.2 Plot Recording
All the plots in a code chunk are first recorded as R objects and then “replayed”
inside a graphical device to generate plot files. The evaluate package will record plots
per expression basis, in other words, the source code is split into individual complete ex-
pressions and evaluate will examine possible plot changes in snapshots after each single
expression has been evaluated. For example, the code below consists of three expres-
sions, out of which two are related to drawing plots, therefore evaluate will produce two
plots by default (Figure 17.2):
par(mar = c(3, 3, 0.1, 0.1))
plot(1:10, ann = FALSE, las = 1)
text(5, 9, "mass $\\rightarrow$ energy\n$E=mc^2$")
This brings a significant difference with traditional tools in R for dynamic report
generation, since low-level plotting changes can also be recorded. The option fig.keep
controls which plots to keep in the output; fig.keep='all' will keep low-level changes
in separate plots; by default (fig.keep='high'), knitr will merge low-level plot changes
into the previous high-level plot, like most graphics devices do. This feature may be
useful for teaching R graphics step by step. Note, however, low-level plotting commands
in a single expression (a typical case is a loop) will not be recorded cumulatively, but
high-level plotting commands, regardless of where they are, will always be recorded.
For example, this chunk will only produce 2 plots instead of 21 plots because there are
2 complete expressions:
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E = mc2
Figure 17.2: Two expressions produce two plots, even though the last expression is a
low-level plotting command.
plot(0, 0, type = "n", ann = FALSE)
for (i in seq(0, 2 * pi, length = 20)) points(cos(i), sin(i))
But this will produce 20 plots as expected:
for (i in seq(0, 2 * pi, length = 20)) {
plot(cos(i), sin(i), xlim = c(-1, 1), ylim = c(-1, 1))
}
We can discard all previous plots and keep the last one only by fig.keep='last', or
keep only the first plot by fig.keep='first', or discard all plots by fig.keep='none'.
17.2.3 Plot Rearrangement
The chunk option fig.show can decide whether to hold all plots while evaluating the
code and “flush” all of them to the end of a chunk (fig.show='hold'; see the previous
plot example), or just insert them to the places where they were created (by default
fig.show='asis'). Here is an example of fig.show='asis' for two plots in one chunk:
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contour(volcano) # contour lines
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filled.contour(volcano) # fill contour plot with colors
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Beside 'hold' and 'asis', the option fig.show can take a third value: 'animate',
which makes it possible to insert animations into the output document. In LATEX, the
package animate is used to put together image frames as an animation. For animations
to work, there must be more than one plot produced in a chunk. The option interval
controls the time interval between animation frames; by default it is 1 second. Note we
have to add \usepackage{animate} in the LATEX preamble, because knitr will not add
it automatically. Animations in the PDF output can only be viewed in Adobe Reader.
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There are animation examples in both the main manual and graphics manual of knitr,
which can be found on the package website.
We can specify the figure alignment via the chunk option fig.align ('left', 'center'
and 'right'). The plot example in the previous section used fig.align='center' so the
two plots were centered.
17.2.4 Plot Size
The fig.width and fig.height options specify the size of plots in the graphics
device (units in inches), and the real size in the output document can be different
(specified by out.width and out.height). When there are multiple plots per code
chunk, it is possible to arrange multiple plots side by side. For example, in LATEX
we only need to set out.width to be less than half of the current line width, e.g.
out.width='.49\\linewidth'.
17.2.5 The tikz Device
Beside PDF, PNG and other traditional R graphical devices, knitr has special support
to TikZ graphics via the tikzDevice package (Sharpsteen and Bracken, 2013), which is
similar to the feature of pgfSweave. If we set the chunk option dev='tikz', the tikz()
device in tikzDevice will be used to generate plots. Options sanitize (for escaping
special TEX characters) and external are related to the tikz device: see the documen-
tation of tikz() for details. Note external=TRUE in knitr has a different meaning with
pgfSweave – it means standAlone=TRUE in tikz(), and the TikZ graphics output will be
compiled to PDF immediately after it is created, so the “externalization” does not depend
the official but complicated externalization commands in the tikz package in LATEX. To
maintain consistency in (font) styles, knitr will read the preamble of the input document
and pass it to the tikz device, so that the font style in the plots will be the same as the
style of the whole LATEX document.
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Besides consistency of font styles, the tikz device also enables us to write arbitrary
LATEX expressions into R plots. A typical use is to write math expressions. The traditional
approach in R is to use an expression() object to write math symbols in the plot, and
for the tikz device, we only need to write normal LATEX code. Below is an example of a
math expression p(θ|x) ∝ pi(θ) f (x|θ) using the two approaches respectively:
plot(0, type = "n", ann = FALSE)
text(0, expression(p(theta ~ "|" ~ bold(x)) %prop% pi(theta) * f(bold(x) ~
"|" ~ theta)), cex = 2)
p(θ | x) ∝ π(θ)f(x | θ)
With the tikz device, it is both straightforward (if we are familiar with LATEX) and
more beautiful:
plot(0, type = "n", ann = FALSE)
text(0, paste("$p(\\theta|\\mathbf{x}) \\propto \\pi(\\theta)f(\\mathbf{x}|\\theta)$"),
cex = 2)
p(θ|x) ∝ pi(θ)f(x|θ)
One disadvantage of the tikz device is that LATEX may not be able to handle too large
tikz files (it can run out of memory). For example, an R plot with tens of thousands of
graphical elements may fail to compile in LATEX if we use the tikz device. In such cases,
we can switch to the PDF or PNG device, or reconsider our decision on the type of plots,
e.g., a scatter plot with millions of points is usually difficult to read, and a contour plot
or a hexagon plot showing the 2D density can be a better alternative (they are smaller in
size).
We emphasized the uniqueness of chunk labels in Section 16.1, and here is one reason
why it has to be unique: the chunk label is used in the filenames of plots; if there are two
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chunks which share the same label, the latter chunk will override the plots generated in
the previous chunk. The same is true for cache files in the next section.
17.3 Cache
The basic idea of cache is that we directly load results from a previous run in-
stead of re-compute everything from scratch if nothing has been changed since the last
run.This is not a new idea – both cacheSweave (Peng, 2012a) and weaver (Falcon, 2013)
have implemented it based on Sweave, with the former using filehash (Peng, 2012b)
and the latter using .RData images; cacheSweave also supports lazy-loading of objects
based on filehash. The knitr package directly uses internal base R functions to save
(tools:::makeLazyLoadDB()) and lazy-load objects (lazyLoad()). The cacheSweave vi-
gnette has clearly explained lazy-loading; roughly speaking, lazy-loading means an ob-
ject will not be really loaded into memory unless it is really used somewhere. This is
very useful for cache; sometimes we read a large object and cache it, then take a subset
for analysis and this subset is also cached; in the future, the initial large object will not
be loaded into R if our computation is only based on the subset object.
The paths of cache files are determined by the option cache.path; by default all cache
files are created under a directory cache/ relative to the current working directory, and if
the option value contains a directory (e.g. cache.path='cache/abc-'), cache files will be
stored under the directory cache/ (automatically created if it does not exist) with a prefix
abc-. The cache is invalidated and purged on any changes to the code chunk, including
both the R code and chunk options; this means previous cache files of this chunk are
removed (filenames are identified by the chunk label) and a new set of cache files will
be written. The change is detected by verifying if the MD5 hash of the code and options
has changed, which is calculated from the digest package (Eddelbuettel, 2013).
Two new features that make knitr different from other packages are: cache files will
never accumulate since old cache files will always be removed, and knitr will also try
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to preserve side-effects such as printing and loading add-on packages. However, there
are still other types of side-effects like setting par() or options() which are not cached.
Users should be aware of these special cases, and make sure to clearly divide the code
which is not meant to be cached into other chunks which are not cached, e.g., set all
global options in the first chunk of a document and do not cache that chunk.
Sometimes a cached chunk may need to use objects from other cached chunks, which
can bring a serious problem – if objects in previous chunks have changed, this chunk
will not be aware of the changes and will still use old cached results, unless there is
a way to detect such changes from other chunks. There is an option called dependson
in cacheSweave which does this job. In knitr, we can also explicitly specify which
other chunks this chunk depends on by setting an option like dependson=c('chunkA',
'chunkB') (a character vector of chunk labels). Each time the cache of a chunk is rebuilt,
all other chunks which depend on this chunk will lose cache, hence their cache will be
rebuilt as well.
There are two alternative approaches to specify chunk dependencies: dep_auto()
and dep_prev(). For the former, we need to turn on the chunk option autodep (i.e.
set autodep=TRUE), then put dep_auto() in the first chunk in a document. This is an
experimental feature borrowed from weaver which frees us from setting chunk depen-
dencies manually. The basic idea is, if a latter chunk uses any objects created from
a previous chunk, the latter chunk is said to depend on the previous one. The func-
tion findGlobals() in the codetools package is used to find out all global objects in
a chunk, and according to its documentation, the result is an approximation. Global
objects roughly mean the ones which are not created locally, e.g. in the expression
function() {y <- x}, x should be a global object, whereas y is local. Meanwhile, we
also need to save the list of objects created in each cached chunk, so that we can compare
them to the global objects in latter chunks. For example, if chunk A created an object
x and chunk B uses this object, chunk B must depend on A, i.e. whenever A changes,
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B must also be updated. When autodep=TRUE, knitr will write out the names of objects
created in a cached chunk as well as those global objects in two files named __objects
and __globals respectively; later we can use the function dep_auto() to analyze the ob-
ject names to figure out the dependencies automatically. For dep_prev(), it is a very
conservative approach which sets the dependencies so that a cached chunk will depend
on all of its previous chunks, i.e. whenever a previous chunk is updated, all later chunks
will be updated accordingly; similarly, this function needs to be called in the first code
chunk in a document.
17.4 Code Externalization
It can be more convenient to write R code in a separate file, rather than mixing it
into a literate programming document; for example, we can run R code successively in
a pure R script from one chunk to the other without jumping through other text chunks.
This may not sound important for some editors that support interaction with R, such as
RStudio (http://www.rstudio.com/ide) or Emacs with ESS (Rossini et al., 2004), since
we can send R code chunks directly from the editor to R, but for other editors like LYX
(http://www.lyx.org), we can only compile the whole report as a batch job, which can
be inconvenient when we only want to know the results of a single chunk.
The second reason for the feature of code externalization is to be able to reuse code
across different documents. Currently the setting is like this: the external R script also
has chunk labels for the code in it (marked in the form ## ---- chunk-label by default);
if the code chunk in the input document is empty, knitr will match its label with the
label in the R script to input external R code. For example, suppose this is a code chunk
labeled as Q1 in an R script named mycode.R which is under the same directory as the
source document:
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## ---- Q1 ----
#' find the greatest common divisor of m and n
gcd <- function(m, n) {
while ((r <- m%%n) != 0) {
m <- n
n <- r
}
n
}
In the source document, we can first read the script using the function read_chunk()
which is available in knitr:
read_chunk("mycode.R")
This is usually done in an early chunk, and we can use the chunk Q1 later in the
source document (e.g. an Rnw document):
<<Q1, echo=TRUE, tidy=TRUE>>=
@
Different documents can read the same R script, so the R code can be reusable across
different input documents. In a large project, however, this may not be an ideal approach
to organizing code since there are too many code fragments. We may consider an R
package to organize functions, which can be easier to call and test.
17.5 Chunk Reference
Code externalization is one way to reuse code chunks across documents, and for a
single document, all its code chunks are also reusable in this document. We can either
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reuse a whole chunk, or embed one chunk into the other one. The former is done
through the chunk option ref.label, e.g.
<<chunkA>>=
x <- rnorm(100)
@
Now we reuse chunkA in another chunk:
<<chunkB, ref.label="chunkA">>=
@
Then all the code in chunkA will be put into chunkB. Note only the code is reused;
in this example, chunkB will generate a new batch of random numbers, regardless of the
value of x in chunkA.
To embed a code chunk as a part of another chunk, we can use the syntax <<label>>,
e.g.
<<chunkA>>=
x <- rnorm(100)
@
Now we embed chunkA into chunkB:
<<chunkB>>=
<<chunkA>>
mean(x)
@
The location of the chunks does not matter. We can even define a code chunk later,
but reference it in an earlier chunk. We can also recursively embed chunks, and there is
no limit on the levels of recursion. For example, we can embed A in B, and B in C, then
C will reuse the code in A as well.
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17.6 Evaluation of Chunk Options
By default knitr treats chunk options like function arguments instead of a text string
to be split by commas to obtain option values. This gives the user much more power
than the traditional syntax in Sweave; we can pass arbitrary R objects to chunk options
besides simple ones like TRUE/FALSE, numbers and character strings. The page http:
//yihui.name/knitr/demo/sweave/ has given two examples to show the advantages of
the new syntax. Here we show yet another useful application: conditional evaluation.
The idea is, instead of setting chunk options eval to be TRUE or FALSE (logical con-
stants), their values can be controlled by a variable in the current R session. This enables
knitr to conditionally evaluate code chunks according to variables. For example, here
we assign TRUE to a variable dothis:
dothis <- TRUE
In the next chunk, we set chunk options eval=dothis and echo=!dothis, both are
valid R expressions since the variable dothis exists. As we can see, the source code is
hidden, but it was indeed evaluated since we can see the output:
## [1] "you cannot see my source because !dothis is FALSE"
Then we set eval=dothis and echo=dothis for another chunk:
if (dothis) print("you can see me now since dothis is TRUE")
## [1] "you can see me now since dothis is TRUE"
If we change the value of dothis to FALSE, neither of the above chunks will be eval-
uated any more. Therefore we can control many chunks with a single variable, and
present results selectively. When chunk options are parsed and evaluated like function
arguments, a literate programming document becomes really programmable.
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17.7 Child Document
We do not have to put everything in one single document; instead, we can write
smaller child documents and include them into a main document. This can be done
through the child option, e.g. child = c('child1.Rnw', 'child2.Rnw'). When knitr
sees the child option is not empty, it will parse, evaluate and render the child documents
as usual, and include the results back into the main document. Child documents can
have a nested structure (one child can have a further child), and there is no limit on
the depth of nesting. This feature enables us to better organize large projects, e.g. one
author can focus on one child document.
17.8 R Notebook
We can obtain a report based on a pure R script, without taking care of the authoring
tools such as LATEX or HTML. This kind of R scripts is called R notebooks in knitr. There
are two approaches to compile R notebooks: stitch() and spin(). The idea of “stitch”
is we fit an R script into a predefined template in knitr (choices of templates include
LATEX, HTML and Markdown), and compile the mixed document to a report; all the code
in the script will be put into one single chunk. The idea of “spin” is to write a specially
formatted script, with normal texts masked in roxygen comments (i.e. after #') and
chunk options after #+. Here is an example for spin():
#' This is a report.
#'
#+ chunkA, eval=TRUE
# generate data
x <- rnorm(100)
#'
#' The report is done.
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This script will be parsed and translated to one of the document formats that knitr
supports (Table 16.1), and then compiled to a report. This can be done through a single
click in RStudio, or we can also call the functions manually in R:
library(knitr)
stitch("mycode.R") # stitch it, or spin it
spin("mycode.R")
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CHAPTER 18
EXTENSIBILITY
The knitr package is highly extensible. We have seen in Chapter 16 that both the
syntax patterns and output hooks can be customized. In this chapter we introduce two
new concepts: chunk hooks and language engines.
18.1 Hooks
A chunk hook (not to be confused with the output hooks) is a function to be called
when a corresponding chunk option is not NULL, and the returned value of the function
is written into the output if it is character. All chunk hooks are also stored in the object
knit_hooks.
One common and tedious task when using R base graphics is we often have to call
par() to set graphical parameters. This can be abstracted into a chunk hook, so that
before a code chunk is evaluated, a set of graphical parameters can be automatically
set. A chunk hook can be arbitrarily named, as long as it does not conflict with existing
hooks in knit_hooks. For example, we create a hook named pars:
knit_hooks$set(pars = function(before, options, envir) {
if (before)
par(options$pars)
})
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Now we can pass a list of parameters to the pars option in a chunk, e.g. <<pars =
list(col = 'gray', mar = c(4, 4, .1, .1), pch = 19)>>=. Because this list is obvi-
ously not NULL, knitr will run the chunk hook pars. In this hook, we specified that par()
is called before a chunk is evaluated (that is what if (before) means), and options argu-
ment in the hook function is a list of current chunk options, so the value of options$pars
is just the list we passed to the chunk option pars. As we can see, the name of the hook
function and the name of the chunk option should be the same, and that is how knitr
knows which hook function to call based on a chunk option. Below is a code chunk
testing the pars hook:
plot(rnorm(100), ann = FALSE)
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We see a scatter plot with solid gray points, which means par() was indeed called
(the default of R is black open circles), although it did not show up in the source code.
Because the hook function does not return character results, nothing else is written in the
output. Now we show another example on how to save rgl plots (Adler and Murdoch,
2013) using a built-in chunk hook hook_rgl() in knitr. Note this function returns a
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character string depending on the output format, e.g. if it is LATEX, it returns a character
string like \includegraphics{filename} where filename is the filename of the rgl plot
captured by knitr.
knit_hooks$set(rgl = hook_rgl)
head(hook_rgl) # the hook function is defined as this
##
## 1 function (before, options, envir)
## 2 {
## 3 library(rgl)
## 4 if (before || rgl.cur() == 0)
## 5 return()
## 6 name = fig_path("", options)
Then we only have to set the chunk option rgl to a non-NULL value, e.g. <<rgl=TRUE,
dev='png'>>= (when dev='png', we record the plot using rgl.snapshot() in rgl to cap-
ture the snapshot as a PNG image):
library(rgl)
demo("bivar", package = "rgl", echo = FALSE)
par3d(zoom = 0.7)
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In all, chunk hooks help us do additional tasks before or after the evaluation of code
chunks, and we can also use them to write additional content to the output document.
18.2 Language Engines
Although knitr was created in R, it also supports other languages like Python, Perl,
awk and shell scripts. For the time being, the interface is still very preliminary: it is a
call to external programs via the system() function in R, and the results are collected as
character strings.
The chunk option engine is used to specify the language engine, which is 'R' by
default. It can be 'python', 'perl', 'awk', 'haskell' and 'bash', etc. Although the
interface is naive, the design is very general. For example, these engines can be used
for all the document formats, and appropriate renderers have been set up for them. For
example, we can call Python in this LATEX document:
x = "hello python from knitr"
print x.split(" ")
## ['hello', 'python', 'from', 'knitr']
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As all other components of knitr, language engines can be customized as well. The
object that controls the engines is knit_engines, e.g. we can call knit_engines$get('python')
to check how the Python engine was defined, or knit_engines$set(python = ...) to
override the default engine. See the documentation in the package for more details.
A data analysis project often involves multiple tools other than R – we may use a shell
script to decompress the data, awk to pre-process the data, and R to read the data. By
integrating all tools into one framework, a project can be more tight in the sense that all
the relevant code lives in the same document. It will be easy to redo the whole analysis
without worrying if a certain part of the project is not up-to-date.
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CHAPTER 19
DISCUSSION
A few future directions about tools for reproducible research were outlined in (Gen-
tleman and Temple Lang, 2004), including multi-language compendiums, conditional
chunks and interactivity. All of these have been made possible in the knitr frame-
work. For example, modern web technologies have enabled us to interact with web
pages easily. RPubs mentioned in Chapter 15 is a good example: we can publish re-
ports to the web from RStudio with a single mouse click; besides, we can also write
interactive content into the web page based on knitr and other tools like JavaScript:
http://rpubs.com/jverzani/1143 is an interactive quiz for R; the questions and an-
swers were generated dynamically from knitr. Another application is the googleVis
package (Gesmann and de Castillo, 2013): http://rpubs.com/gallery/googleVis (we
are able to interact with tables and Google maps there).
We observed a lot of homework submissions on RPubs (e.g. http://rpubs.com/kaz_
yos/1519), and we believe this is a good indication from the educational point of view.
When students are trained to write homework in a reproducible manner, it should have
more positive impact on scientific research in the future.
It is debatable which authoring environment is ideal for reproducible research (e.g.
Gentleman and Temple Lang (2004) suggested XML), and we would argue that a wide
list of choices should be made available. LATEX is a perfect typesetting tool for experts, but
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it is very likely that beginners can get stuck. Markdown is much less frustrating, and the
most important thing is, users can step into the paradigm of reproducible research really
quickly rather than spending the most of their time figuring out typesetting problems.
As one example, an RPubs user published a data analysis about the hurricane “Sandy”
almost immediately after it hit the east coast of the United States: http://rpubs.com/
JoFrhwld/sandy.
Everything is moving to the “cloud” nowadays, and lots of applications are devel-
oped and deployed on the server side. OpenCPU is a platform that provides the ser-
vice of R through a set of API’s which can be programmed in JavaScript; knitr has
a simple application there which allows one to write a report in the web browser:
http://public.opencpu.org/apps/knitr. The computing is done on OpenCPU, and
nothing is required on the client side except a web browser. This could be one of the
future directions of statistical computing and report generation. A similar platform
sponsored by RStudio is the Shiny (RStudio, Inc., 2013) server and a knitr example can
be found at http://glimmer.rstudio.com/yihui/knitr/.
Web applications may also have an impact on publications related to data analysis,
because it is convenient to collaborate with other people, fast to publish reports and
get feedback. Vistat (http://vis.supstat.com) is an attempt to build a collaborative
and reproducible website featuring statistical graphics like a journal. It is based on
Github and R Markdown; authors can submit new articles through the version control
tool GIT and reviewers can make comments online. All the graphics will be verified
independently, hence it requires the author(s) to submit a detailed source document for
other people to reproduce the results.
There are a number of important issues when implementing the software package
for reproducible research. For example, cache may be handy because it can save us a lot
of time, but we have to be cautious about when to invalidate the cache. Even if the code
and chunk options are not changed, do we need to purge the cache and re-compute ev-
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erything after we have upgraded R from version 2.15.1 to 2.15.2? To incorporate with this
kind of questions, knitr provides additional approaches to invalidate the cache, e.g. we
can add a chunk option cache.extra=R.version.string so that whenever the R version
has changed, the cache will be rebuilt. Besides R itself, there can also be problems with
add-on packages. In knitr there is a convenience function write_bib() which can auto-
matically write the citation information about R packages in the current R session into
a BibTEX database; this guarantees that the version information of packages are always
up-to-date. We illustrate one more issue as a potential problem: when we distribute our
analysis, how are we supposed to include external materials such as the figure files? For
LATEX, this is not a problem since images are embedded in PDF; for Markdown/HTML,
knitr uses the R package markdown to encode images as base64 strings and embed the
character strings into HTML, so that a web page is self-contained (i.e. no extra files are
required to publish it). However, it can be difficult, if not impossible, to embed every-
thing in a single document, e.g. how should we disseminate datasets and unit tests? A
potential media is an R package as proposed by Gentleman and Temple Lang (2004),
which has a nice structure of a project (source code, documentation, vignettes, tests and
datasets, etc). In this case, knitr will be one part of a reproducible project. In fact, this
has been made possible since R 3.0.0 – we can build package vignettes with knitr (tradi-
tionally only Sweave was allowed) and the document formats can be LATEX, HTML and
Markdown, etc.
The knitr package has gained support in many editors which make it easy to write
the source documents; at the moment, RStudio has the most comprehensive support. We
can also use LYX, Emacs/ESS, WinEdt, Eclipse and Tinn-R, etc. All of them support the
compilation of the source document with one mouse click or keyboard shortcut.
We emphasized graphics but not tables in this article because tables are essentially
text output, and can be supported by other packages such as xtable (Dahl, 2013); in
knitr, we just need to use the chunk option results='asis' when we want a table in
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the chunk output. Put it another way, tables are orthogonal to knitr’s design.
In all, we have mainly introduced one comprehensive tool for reproducible research,
namely knitr, in this chapter. It has a flexible design to allow customization and ex-
tension in several aspects from the input to the output. The major functionality of this
package has stabilized, and the future work will be primarily bug fixes and improving
existing features such as the language engines. A much more detailed introduction of
this package can be found in the book (Xie, 2013b).
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PART IV
IMPACT AND FUTURE WORK
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CHAPTER 20
IMPACT
The animation package won the John Chambers Statistical Software Award in 2009
(ASA Sections on Statistical Computing and Statistical Graphics; http://stat-computing.
org/awards/jmc/winners.html). The animation website has had 88,000 unique visitors
since 2007, according to Google Analytics. The knitr website has had 240,000 visits (Fig-
ure 20.1) and 100,000 unique visitors since late 2011; its manual has been downloaded
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Figure 20.1: The number of visits of the knitr website, which has been steadily increas-
ing.
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Table 20.1: The numbers of downloads and initial publication dates of the top 35 R
packages. The data was collected from the RStudio mirror of CRAN, dating from 2012-
10-01 to 2013-11-12. Note CRAN has about 90 mirrors worldwide, so the data below
may not be representative of all R users in the world.
date downloads
plyr 2008-09-30 224557
ggplot2 2007-06-01 221140
colorspace 2005-01-20 219929
digest 2003-11-29 213141
stringr 2009-11-09 211064
RColorBrewer 2002-10-31 180929
reshape2 2010-09-10 174496
scales 2011-09-22 160369
zoo 2004-02-20 159150
proto 2005-01-27 157375
munsell 2009-08-19 155988
labeling 2012-10-29 152358
dichromat 2002-05-24 150512
gtable 2012-09-04 148939
car 2001-05-01 148057
mvtnorm 2000-11-14 126961
bitops 2005-01-28 122288
Hmisc 2003-07-17 122141
rJava 2005-12-05 121945
rgl 2004-03-04 114364
Rcpp 2008-11-06 104814
foreign 1999-12-17 102549
lattice 2001-05-18 95119
gtools 2005-05-30 94567
evaluate 2010-07-24 93584
XML 2000-11-15 92505
sp 2005-04-28 91315
RCurl 2004-08-05 91216
MASS 2009-05-08 89707
gdata 2005-05-30 88275
knitr 2012-01-17 85883
e1071 1999-06-07 82361
multcomp 2002-06-20 81181
caTools 2005-06-17 76166
lmtest 1999-03-15 75441
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Figure 20.2: The scatterplot of downloads vs initial publication dates of the top 50 R
packages. The solid point denotes knitr. It is one of the youngest packages in the list,
but has made its way to the list of top 50 out of more than 5000 packages on CRAN.
more than 23,000 times according to GitHub and Bitbucket. Using the CRAN logs at
http://cran-logs.rstudio.com/, we see knitr is currently (from 2012-10-01 to 2013-11-
12) the 31st most downloaded package on the RStudio mirror of CRAN (see Table 20.1
and Figure 20.2). The knitr package was awarded the “Honorable Mention” prize in the
“Applications of R in Business Contest 2012” thanks to Revolution Analytics. The book
“Dynamic Documents with R and knitr” was the best-seller at Joint Statistical Meetings
2013, according to its publisher Chapman & Hall/CRC. About 600 copies of the book
have been sold in 3.5 months (paperback only, not including the e-book). The author has
been invited to present at the following conferences and institutes:
• UseR! 2012, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN (with JJ Allaire)
• Minneapolis UseR Group, New York UseR Group
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• Department of Biostatistics, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health,
Baltimore, MD
• Workshop on Reproducibility in Computational and Experimental Mathematics,
ICERM, Brown University, Providence, RI
• SIAM CSE13, Boston, MA
• ENAR 2013, Orlando, FL
• Midwest Biopharmaceutical Statistics Workshop, Muncie, IN
• Bioconductor Conference 2013, Seattle, WA
The knitr package is also heavily used by scientists and researchers at medical centers
and departments, such as the MD Anderson Cancer Center, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, and the Department of Biostatistics of Vanderbilt University. It was
included in the popular Coursera course “Computing for Data Analysis” by Roger Peng,
and also taught or used in many other courses, including:
• BIOS 301 (Introduction to Statistical Computing), Vanderbilt University
• STAT 506 (Advanced Regression), Montana State University
• MATH 747 (Topics in math biology), McMaster University
• STAT 319 (Applied Statistics in Science) and STAT 497C (Topics in R Statistical
Language), Penn State University
• STAT 622 (Bayesian Data Analysis), Rice University
• STA613/CBB540 (Statistical methods in computational biology), Duke University
• CSSS-Stat 567 (Statistical Analysis of Social Networks), University of Washington
• STAT 545A (Exploratory Data Analysis), University of British Columbia
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Besides, we can see homework submissions written with knitr in some courses (Stat503/544/579)
here at Iowa State University, even though it is not required.
Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com/) shows that the animation package
has 7 citations at the moment, and the JSS paper for animation was downloaded 6600
times over 7 months. The knitr package has 25 citations, and the knitr book has 5. I do
not have data for the cranvas package yet.
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CHAPTER 21
FUTURE WORK
This thesis is by no means an end of all the work. On the contrary, there is still plenty
of work to do in the future. In this chapter, I outline a few future plans.
21.1 Animations
The animation package was first written in 2007, when I was still a first year graduate
student in Renmin University of China, and R was not yet widely known at that time
in China. Over the years, I have learned a lot more about statistics and R, thanks to the
training at Iowa State University and the interaction with many other experts.
There are some rough edges in this package that need to be ironed out, as listed in
the GitHub issues: https://github.com/yihui/animation/issues. Fortunately, I have
found two collaborators (Weicheng Zhu and Lijia Yu) earlier this year to help me, and
they have solved some of the issues. Weicheng helped me factor out some repetitive
code in the R source, so the functions are more modularized. Lijia brought a two-stage
Bean Machine, implemented in quincunx2(), to this package, which is a perfect example
of Bayesian hierarchical models. She also contributed a few articles showing animations
on the Vistat website: http://vis.supstat.com.
The major work in the future for this package includes:
1. demos for more statistical methods, such as the animation to show how the classi-
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fication tree works (I have a prototype working but has never got time to clean it
up)
2. moving all examples to the Vistat website, which is compiled from knitr and easier
to maintain than the previous website http://animation.yihui.name; readers can
see live animations and the corresponding R source code
I’m very likely to hand this package over to another maintainer in the near future, and
share my experience in developing R packages with him/her.
21.2 Interactive Graphics
Among the three parts in this thesis, the work on cranvas is the least mature. The
cranvas team had ambitious plans in the past. We envisioned the “grammar of inter-
active graphics” on top of the “grammar of graphics”, given the great achievement of
ggplot2. There are some practical difficulties and challenges for us to go close to “an
interactive version of ggplot2”: we will have to reinvent the grid graphics system in R in
the first place, upon which ggplot2 is based, not to mention the huge amount of work in
ggplot2 by Hadley Wickham and Winston Chang. It will be challenging for us to catch
up with it.
The current status of cranvas is more like “an interactive version of the R base graph-
ics”, which is, nonetheless, still very useful. As a matter of fact, we have achieved more
than base graphics. For example, we have interactive cartograms and time series plots
(contributed by Xiaoyue Cheng), product plots (Heike Hofmann), and parallel coordi-
nates plots (me), which are not readily available in base R graphics.
As I learn more about Qt and qtbase through the book by Verzani and Lawrence
(2012), I see good chances of enhancing cranvas:
1. As a package for interactive graphics, we do need graphical user interfaces. We
have record_selector() in cranvas, which is a list box showing the unique values of
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one variable in the data, and linked to the data through listeners. It can be used to
filter/highlight the data in cranvas plots. We have to have more interfaces like this
one, since a GUI exposes the possible actions to the user, which are otherwise hard
to notice unless the user reads the manual carefully. Qt is an extremely powerful
toolkit to build GUI’s, and we have not made good use of it yet.
2. The graphics system in Qt has mechanisms to arrange and manipulate GUI ele-
ments on the screen. This actually has some similarities with the grid package in
R:
• each plot lives in a Qt graphics layer, and we can arrange plots in a grid layout;
this makes it possible to implement faceting in ggplot2 (or conditioning in
Trellis/lattice)
• each layer is a Qt object, which can be manipulated after it is drawn on the
screen; this is very similar to the motivation/spirit of the grid graphics system,
and the technical details of updating graphical objects are taken care of by Qt,
so we only need to do our work on the R side
Therefore it may be hard to develop a system that is comparable to ggplot2, but
it is still possible to implement a subset of its functionalities. On the other hand,
the advantages of interactive graphics can outshine what were well done in static
graphics. For example, the plot legend is an important part of a static graph,
because it will be hard to know what the different types of elements mean without
a legend. For interactive graphics, it is possible and easy to link the graphical
elements back to the data, and we can also turn on the identification mode to
query the graphical elements; hence it is convenient to communicate with plots,
and the legend can be less critical. Take faceting for another example: it is limited
in static graphics in the sense that normally we can facet the plot by at most two
categorical variables. For interactive graphics, however, we can use all kinds of
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brushing mode (AND, OR, XOR, ...) to select and view a subset of the data. The
combination of faceting variables can be completely flexible.
3. Qt is also an excellent example of MVC, as introduced in Part II. Its components are
very reusable and independent of each other by design. It also supports signals,
and we can connect Qt signals with R objects using qconnect() in qtbase, which is
what we have been doing in cranvas, but that is primarily on graphics layers, and
we can do more due to the richness of Qt widgets and signals. For example, the
QAbstractItemModel class is worth investigating, and the qdataFrame() function in
qtbase is a good example of connecting R data frames to Qt tables.
So where to go next?
1. More effort on the GUI development;
2. Further modularize the plotting functions: there are about 7100 lines of R code in
this package, and usually a plotting function is just several hundreds of lines of
code, which is not easy to maintain or test;
3. Improve the documentation, in particular, the website http://cranvas.org: we
need more video demos, example code, and real applications;
4. After the code base is mature enough, we should call for collaboration and make
use of “social coding”, which is one of the most important lessons I learned during
the development of knitr (I have got 30 contributors involved);
5. Eventually, and hopefully, we will write a book on “Interactive Graphics with R
and cranvas”.
21.3 Dynamic Reporting
Although knitr is a fairly mature package now, there are still exciting opportunities
ahead. I’m confident that some of them can and will be fulfilled (the first three items
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below).
1. User interface: some users are comfortable with source documents, but Microsoft
Word seems to be still dominating the market, and some users just prefer working
with such tools. We understand the preference, and will work on the frontend for
better user experience.
2. All-purpose Markdown: there have been complaints and debates on Markdown
for long, because it is an intentionally simple document language. For publica-
tion purposes, obviously it lacks many useful features such as tables and cita-
tions. There have been many extensions to Markdown to solve these problems,
but the big problem is one tool may bring certain extensions and ignore others,
and there are also compatibility issues among different tools. However, Pandoc
(http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/) seems to be a truly powerful toolkit, which
has brought a lot of extensions to Markdown and makes it possible to write one
document to generate different types of output documents, including LATEX, PDF,
Office documents (OpenOffice or Word), HTML, and so on. The role that knitr
plays in the toolchain is to render desired Markdown output from R Markdown
documents. For instance, if we want LATEX output, knitr can be tuned to write LATEX
code from R Markdown code chunks.
3. Computing languages: knitr is written in pure R, so it is of no surprise that it sup-
ports R well. By design, it also allows other computing languages, but the actual
support is far from ideal. The biggest problem is that code chunks for these lan-
guages are executed in separate sessions, i.e. a session is opened to execute a code
chunk, and closed immediately after it is done. This is bad when we want to use
objects from previous chunks. I hope code chunks of the same language can be ex-
ecuted in a persistent session. I have some quick experiments in the runr package
(currently on GitHub https://github.com/yihui/runr) using TCP/IP socket con-
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nections and Unix named pipes. The prototypes for shell scripts and Julia actually
worked, and I will need to investigate other languages as well.
4. Reproducible research: knitr was designed for easier data reporting, with repro-
ducible research as its potential goal. It is not trivial to make data analysis repro-
ducible, and there are many practical problems. A brutal force solution is to en-
capsulate everything in a virtual machine, which contains all the required software
packages of specific versions. This is what I call the “dead” reproducible research.
It indeed guarantees perfect reproducibility, but it is too restricted to be useful. If
results can only be reproduced in one specific environment, we can be skeptical
if it is generally reproducible. We certainly do not want out research results to be
confounded by the hardware/software environment. This is an open problem, and
I do not have a good solution for the time being, but I believe the problem will
be alleviated as we move to cloud computing, when we can continuously double
check our computing results as software evolves.
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